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Foreword
The problem of evaluating contemporary indu~trial art~
programs or, for that matter, any educational program, pre"ent~
man~' complex difficulties not relHlil~' ,'oluble through ordinary
means, Admittedly, there are excellent programs, mediocre programs and poor programs, but categorizing them correctl~·
depends upon factors which are hard to identi fy ~pecificall~'
and mea~ure accurately. A neoph~·te evaluator might well seize
upon some external criteria against which to perform the proce~s
without realizing that the ver~; e~,.;ence of a program resides
uniquely in the teaching activities and the ways in \\'hich facilities and re,'ources are emplo~'ed in the proce~s. Good instruction
often has been prodded by outstanding teachers who lacked
adequate facilities and the ordinar~' re~Ollrces; if giwn excellent
facilities and rich resources, these same instructors could well
have conducted truly exceptional offering~.
Evaluation of all kind~ of program,.; is now an important
characteristic of contemporar~' educational practice. The author~
of this Sixteenth Yearbook appropriately ha\'e approached this
process by developing a set of gllidrlim 8 to gi\'e direction to the
evaluation of contemporary industrial arts program:-;. They haH'
not prepared e\'aluative instrument~ with which to as~e~:-; ~epar
ate program., but have pro\'ided the framework within which to
conduct the appraisal. The \\Titers have based their book on the
assumption that evaluation must involve the teacher in an introspective proce~:. This exercise in ~elf-evaluation ,.;hould develop
the habit of continuous improvement.
The strengthening of indu ·trial arts program~ doe,.; not
require overcoming an immediate, :-;erious crisis in one concerted
thrust. Instead, more effecti\'e programs will result from a continuing effort by classroom teachers who know the direction
toward improvement.
,j
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Thus, Yearbook Sixteen might \vell become the basic text for
preservice as well as in-service teacher education, since it provides model approaches, activities, facilities, and resource~ worthy of emulation or adoption by learners and practitioners alike.
The faculty of the Department of Industrial Education and
Technology at Ball State L'niversity are to be commended for
this yearbook. Unquestionably, the book reflects the prevailing
philosophy of that department, and one well worth sharing with
members of the Council.
The A.C.LA.T.E. gratefully acknowledges the extensive efforts of the authors for their preparation of this volume. They
have maintained the high professional standards of the yearbook
series and have outlined for all of us an important new set of
ideals, challenges, and objectives to direct our own progress.
HOWARD F. NELSON
P~'esident

Yearbook Planning Committee
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Preface
This Sixteenth Yearbook is the last of a sequence of three
yearbooks, The first of these, entitleo ActioN (I/1d Thought il/
Industn'al Arts Education (Yearbook XII) directs the profession's attention to \vhat may be categorically called the "theon'
of industrial arts education." The second book in the sequence,
Approaches and Pl'Ocedul'es in Indl/strial Arts (Yearbook XI"':).
identifies teaching procedures and organizational practices.
which are based upon a sound theoretical construct of industrial
arts instruction.
Now, Evaluation Guidelincs for Contunporarl/ Industrial
Arts Programs, third in the sequence, describes model approaches, activities, facilities, resources, teachers, and learners.
This yearbook is not an e\"aluative instrument, since single
evaluative instruments cannot really measure the effectiveness
of all industrial arts programs in all locations at all levels.
Instead, this yearbook suggests guidelines for evaluation, Furthermore, it proposes that evaluation in industrial arts shoulo
be an introspective process leading to a continuou.' improvement of instruction. This yearbook is intended for all industrial
arts teachers at all levels of instruction and for students enrotled
in pre service teacher education programs.
Questions at the end of each chapter are designed to provoke
discussions among those who are genuinely interested in oe\'eloping exceptional programs in industrial arts education. The
writers firmly believe that there are no absolute and concise
answers to the questions posed. Instead, serious consideration
of these questions \"ill undoubtedly prompt evaluation which,
in turn, might stimulate professional improvement.
The ideas presented in this publication represent a team
effoi't on the part of members of the Department of Industrial
Education and Technology at Ball State University. First, numerous seminars on the topic assigned by the Yearbook Plan11
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ning Committee of the American Council on Industrial Arts
Teacher Education were held. Then each member of the faculty
chose a sub-topic and prepared a po:ition paper, which ultima tel~' became a chapter. When the papers were shared with
the total grou p ill\·oh·ed. the ideas were extensively modified.
Therefore. tlw content of the book, as a whole, reflects substantiall~' the prentiling philosoph.\' of the department.
Contributors to the yearlJook are Kenneth II. Bergman,
lIenr~' A. Loats. William H. )Iiddleton, Lloyd P. Nelson, Kenneth E. Poucher..Jake neams, Claude E. Rieth, William T. Sargent, <lncl Edgar S. Wagner. The writers hope that the challenge
of per,,;istent ,,;elf-evaluation which was experienced in the preparation of this yearbook might activate a \vide audience of profes,,;ional colleagues into updating instruction in Industrial Arts
Education.
LLOYD P. NELSON
'VILLIA:-'f

T.

Co-Editors

SARGENT

CHAPTER ONE

Contemporary Approaches
to Teaching the Industrial Arts
\\That should the teacher consider as he employs

('()!!fnl/-

}Jol'ar!J approache;' to teaching the indll:trial arb '?

The professional industrial arts teacher must develop a rationale that will compel him to empha."ize tho"e learning approaches that are in keeping \vith the purposes and goals of postmodern industrial arts education. lIe mll:t examine nlrious
approaches to learning and select those which appear to bear
the mo~'t fruit for a given :'\ituation. In fact, in some situations
he would conceivably utilize a combination of approaches.
Also the professional indu."trial arts teacher mu"t entluate
later the approaches he selected ill terms of the succes,; of his
learners. the changes in "tudent beha\'ior. and the realization of
student-teacher goals.
The further ohjeetin' of illJproyinl! and p-"tending til(' cultun· ~et'!lt
to indkate a need for tt'aining in l'l'itkal thinking ami j)l'ul>ll'm ~oh-ing_
While all ~chool ~uhject~ should <:ontr'ibllte to this l'nd. indm:t rial artaetiyities ~l'em l'~lll'l'iall~' adapted for t<:a<:hing by the ]))'ohh'llJ ~ol\'ing
t<:<:hniqul'.
The indll~trial art~ program abo may make ~llbstantial euntl'ihutiol1~
to the meeting of till' basil' l'l''1uil'!'ments of indiyiduals in thp fidd~ of
group status nl'pd~. l)('r~onal neC'ds. and t'"unomi,' yocational needs.
It appear~. thet·"rore. that a <:]OS,' l'l'lation~hip exi~ts hetween the ohjel'tiyps or g"npl'al l'dlleatiun and the natul'!' or indll~tl'ial art~. (17. pp. 2~-2'1).

\\,pl>er. in Till Roll of Iudl/slrial .-\ ,.Is
discus~e,;

ill

Tf!lJllIl"I'filC'S Sclwfils,

industrial art,; as impenltin' to the student's de"e!opment to lead the full life. (16, pp. l-l~). Regarding- the fundamental skills needed lJ~' e\ er.'·OJle who a~pil'es to become a tnd.,·

U
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educated man amI find the place or job in which he can be most
effeeth"e, he views these as:
1. The skill of lJeing flexible
2. The :kill of heing creative
:L The skill of making wise choices
../-. The skill of understanding others
5. The skill of leaming to know one's self
6. The skill of knowing how to learn
The industrial arts teacher must be able to create the proper
climate for the discipline of the cla:'!sroom. He also must bc able
to ob:'!ervc and to translate his observations into new ideas in
educating children. An evaluation and definition of the objecth-es and bodie...; of knowledge for industrial arts (prepared
through a ~ational Commis...;ion on Inrlu::>trial Arts Education
and admini...;tered b~' the American Industrial Arts As::>ociation,
a department of the 0Jational Education Association) is a step
in the right direction.
In the meantime, what about :ome evaluations by the indu::>trial arts teacher him"elf'! Does he find objectives of industrial arts all that the~' sh.ould be'?
/

/

,<"

,

J1.:-£.....

/

. /"

The Changing Concepts of Learning

One of the thing...; that is new about American culture is
the oW!Tiding fact of change. Science and technology have
brought tremendou: changes to the lives of people. Probably
one of the most important by-product.., of change is the explosion
of knowledge.
Educators therns('h"e:' have once more become concerned
with the whole problem of how learner::> acquire knowledge,
Question:'! such as the...;e are being asked: What is the process of
inquir~' '? How are the essential features of the process affected
by the newer notions on subject matter? Some major assumptions growing out of the concern for new concepts of learning
experiences are related b~' Downey. (5, pp. 25-26).
Worthwhile learning- takes placr', not just in the traditional and
formal teaching ~ituatlOn~ as was once assumed, but rather in a wide
variety of ~ituations and as a ('onsequence of a wide variety of teaching
techniques.
Th('se situations and techniques fall into three broad categories:
(1) Lf'al'nil1j; throug-h rel'eiving' knowledge from an "expel't"--{)r being
taug-ht direetly I)y a teacher; (2) Learning through sharing knowledge

Cuntl'mporary .\ppruach

].)

with colll'ag-up- 0" di~cu.'~ing issul's with classlllatl-s; and (:3) L,'anling'
through discow!'ing knowledgl'-or pUl'suing- individual inquiry.

The industrial arts teacher must be concerned not onl~' with
questions of what is but also with questions of \\"hat /IIiyM /I( or,
more importantly, what (il/Uld til /'f'. In fact, the teacher's
methodology and purposes ,,,houlc1 not be limited by tradition
or pedagogical folklore, He mu,;t be concerned with thc correctness of h is purposes a,-; well a,; the effectivenes,; of his means,
lIe must be a scientist, artist, technolog-ist. and philosopher.
Importance of Goals

The teacher must see to it that his objectives and goals
are functional, clearl~" defined, and understood. He must perpetuate desired learning experiences that will help each student
develop hi: own human potential. If the teacher is to kno\\" his
progress. he must ha\-e ,,,orne s.\"stematic method for appraising
the degree to which his students ha\"e grown in the desired
direction.
Any as:essment of a teacher',; contribution to the educational growth of his students must IJC weighed \Yithin a context
of contemporary educational thought. Therefore, it seem." nece."·
,;ar,\" to gi,"c at thc outset of this treatise sonw consideration to
modern industrial arts approache.... However. no attempt wi!1
be made to re\"ie\v the direction-gi,"ing mm'pnwnt" dating !Jack
to the manual training antecedents of contemporar.\" induo.trial
arts. Such a stud~" would Ill' fa"tinating- and e,"en inspirational.
but too cxtended a reference to "uch b~"golle emphase." might
onl.\' perpetuate the ,;tatu,; quo or, worse yet, provoke regres"in'
action.
Signs of Change

llistorically speaking, though, indu.strial arts ('ducator."
ha\"e supported a trend toward an up-to-date. (J\'prarching framework for teaching- industrial arts, This trend, particular!,\' in
the latter half of thp 1950's and throughout the 1960'0., manifested itself in "e\"eral wa~"s.
Fil",~t, teathers introduced in rapid succe:-;,;ion fOUl" 01' fi,"e
new approaches: Problem Soh"ing, Research and Kxperimentation. Creati\ity and Design, Functions or Indll~trr, and Concepts
of American IndllSh"~"" There are elements of toml11()nalit~"
among these approache,;. Yet. some industrial art:, lea(\Prs tend
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to fa VOl' a particular approach because of specific advantages
inherent in that approach.
Setolld, toda~"s industrial arts teachers at all levels of instruction appear to be more conversant about contemporary
approaches than teachers were a fe\v years ago. Perhaps their
knowledge reflects the fact that today more teachers pursue
g-raduate study where they evaluate these innovations. Teachers
al.'o are reading more periodicals in the field, Besides, throug-h
a broader participation in a number of professional associations,
they encounter a diveL'ity of educational thought in industrial
arts education,
A thil'd manifestation of the importance placed on contempontry approaches to industrial arts teaching- i" the mutual
g-oals that teachers and school administrators have for establishing programs "geared to the times." These goals are now practical because of federal .-.;upport for various aspect" of practical
art:-; educ:ation. For example. the amended Higher Education
Act, Title XI, pa"sed lJY the eighty-ninth Congre:-;s, provides
funds fol' industrial arts instructional material" and facilities.
:\Ioreover, in implementing the"e new space-age prog-rams,
school official.' tum to profes...;ional personnel ill industrial education for advice in planning educational experiences 'uited to
the needs of the students.
Relating Approach and Method

For the readers's lJenl'fi . it seem:-; nece:'sary to clarify the
meaning of the \\'ord "approach." to which reference is made
throughout thi: chapter and elsewhere in thi: yearbook. "Approac:h" may be thought of a;; the climate in which leaming
take:-; place. It i" an overarching direction-giver which moves
a total field of ;;pecialization toward a more meaningful learni rw ex perience f(jr st udellts. [t is, hopefull~', an intelleetua I climate shared by teacher and students in order to enhance the
teaching-learning bond.
"Approach," as applied to the educational specialty of industrial art...;_ is affected IJ.\- at least four force ..;: (1) the itHtdequac~'
of student experiences to date, (:2) illtrin:-ic drh'c of the theori.sb for a more adequate expericncl' than is now being prodded.
(;J) impact of technological and economic changcs, and (..I.)
social pressures.
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Any given approach also is characterized b~' the particular
methods selected by the teacher. It is assumed that modern
approaches commonly require a variety of methods, as shown
in Fig. 1.
The approach and student are juxtaposed. The methods,
which are combined in appropriate balance and harmony. influence the student's behavioral change. The "approach" ma:-;
be likened to a symphony orchestra performance in which a
variety of instruments is balanced. The teacher. like the conductor of an orche~tra. calb for alternate emphasis and deemphasis of the various methods which compare to the orchestred instruments. "A little louder on the library references, and
a little softer on the lecture." one ma~' heal' him sa~' as he directs
his indu~trial arts activity. A combining- of two or three methods
Audiu-\'bual

:'!ateI'iHl~

'-;cminar;:

STl'DEXT

I

(;0.\1.

E:qJl'!'inwnlali'jn

lnle 1'\ iew ~
witl :-:Iwciali~t,

Fi,- d

Tl'lp~

Fig. I. .\ F"eus on :\lethods Whkh Charaetl'rize Contemporary .\pproa{'hes
to Teaehing Industrial Arts
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and minimizing of two or three others would result in a different
"tone" from that of the 1930's and 40's.
Even as music of the contemporary period has characteristics far different from those in classical compositions, so the
contemporary approaches to the teaching of industrial arts at
all levels have new and special characteristics. If teachers are
sensitive to these characteristics and reflect them in their "conducting," students \vill respond to the approach, composed in
the modern indu::;trial and technological culture, and they will
experience more significant learning.
Contemporary Approaches
Therefore, the alert industrial arts teacher would want to
shift quickly from ::;ome traditional teaching practices to contemporary approache \vhich represent the industrial culture of
this final third of the bventieth century. The contemporary approaches to learning permit students to rediscover "the joy, excitement and mystery of the [industrial] world \'ole live in."
(3, p. 45).
What are these contemporary approaches? Professional literature in the field of industrial arts written during this past
decade identifies several contemporary approaches which involve students in meaningful activities related to the vast industrial complex of modern society.
Problem Solving
One of these approaches, developed by John Dewey fifty
years ago, and more recently endorsed by persons in indu::;trial
arts as a mean::; to improve instruction is problem solving.
(11, p. 15).
What is problem solving? How does an activity of this
nature affect the role of the teacher and the students in a classroom or laboratory'! What educational values that are not found
in traditional programs does the approach hold? Questions of
this nature confront the teacher who wants to improve his teaching method but does not know a "newer way of doing it."
Problem solving is a ney·; approach of conducting construction activities. It provides for student involvement in all major
steps of the process-from identification of the problem to evaluation of the final solution. Ferns and Anderson in an article
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on the planned experiences of problem solving list six major
steps that the industrial arts student should follow:
1. Identify the problem
2. Analyze the problem
4. Identify tentative solutions
4. Identify a final solution
5. Construct a solution
6. Evaluate the solution (7, pp. 12-1:3)
In the proce'iS of emplo~'ing problem solving in industrial
arts classes, the authors offer these suggestions:
1. Allow for clas. participation and discussion in identifying and analyzing the problem.
2. A void words such as tie mck, cookie cutter or book end
when identifying the problem. Instead, use sentences
describing the nature of the problem, such as "a storage
device for men's belts and ties."
3. Help students analyze the problem in terms of appearance and function.
4. Encourage students to seek related information beyond
the classroom from sources such as teachers of other
'ubjects, dealers and suppliers, catalogs, industrial and
professional journals, and industrial personnel.
5. Provide opportunitie.' for students to sketch ideas and
experiment with material:, before they identify the final
solution.
6. Schedule evaluation session. during the construction and
upon completion of the solution. Assessments by students
tend to create an interest in self-improvement.
This problem sol\'ing approach as described by its proponents retains much of the traditional method. Industrial materials
are still shaped and formed. Projects are still constructed. The
major change lies in student participation in all the facets of
the activity. Under the guidance of the teacher, it is the student who determines the nature of the product he is to build,
the kind and amount of materials he will need, the steps he will
follow in the construction process, and the value of the learning
experience.
Problem solving activities can be conducted in all industrial
arts areas and at all grade levels. Ferns and Anderson state that
these activities :,hould "begin early in industrial arts classes"
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and that "it is not nece:sary for .'tudents and teachers to know
all operations in a gi\'en area before becoming involved."
The greatest gain in impro\ ing a student's skill in problem
solving depends on well-planned learning experiences.
Through careful planning by the teacher and students. the
benefit., of the problem solving approach are unlimited.
Research and Experi mentation

A second approach which the contemporary indu:tl'ial art.'
teacher should include in his teaching program is called research
and experimentation. Lncler the leadership of Profes '01' l\Ialey,
University of :\Iaryland, this approach has been a factor in
changing the nature of today's industrial arts curriculum. l\Iany
teacher;' have introduced research and experimentation units
into their programs.
The terms }JI'ob/em so/!'in,lJ and research frequently are interchanged in describing these approaches. Several common aspects are associated with both. The difference lie: in the ultimate
goal of the . tudent. Problem :olYing usually leads to the completion of a functional product (project), wherea. research and
experimentation activitie;' involve the testing or comparing of
industrial supplies and materials. Determining the strength of
aclhesh-e: or establishing the heat conductivity of metaL'. for
example, are typical actidtie.' found in a research and experimentation program.
The con.~truction activitie', a traditional characteristic of
all indu -trial arts programs. are also an important aspect in
program - emphasizing re,'earch and experimentation, :\Iany experimental projects require special testing equipment which ma~'
be developed and con ·tructed by students. Through these construction activities. students will gain a better understanding
of tool and machine operation:.
Advocates of this approach stress. however, several major
aspect.· of the . cientific proce.'s not found in the traditional
industrial arts program:
1. The teacher becomes a guide in the learning process. He
assi:'t.' students in identifying sources of information,
2, The students are permitted a freedom of choice in selecting topics or problems of study,
~. The scope of the problem will usually involve more than
one basic material or laboratory. Consequently, the gen-

ContempurarJ' Approach

eral shop \vith special laboratory equipment
appropriate for this program. (10, pp. 12-16).
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Creativity and Design Emphasis

A continuous challenge to teachers of all subjects is to provide classroom activities which allow students to be imaginative
and creative. This challenge is particularly real to the industrial
arts teacher whose subject relates to an ever-changing industrialtechnological society. And yet too frequently the industrial arts
teacher hesitates to emphasize the creativity and design approach in his classes because he feels that he:
1. Possesses no skill to create or design
2. Lacks the ability to teach design
3. BeIie\"es that his students are not capable of learning
design principles or techniques. (1, p. 10).
Fortunately, there are many industrial arts teachers who
have successfully initiated activities encouraging creativity and
design in their classrooms. The success of this approach, as with
others, hinges upon the teacher devising opportunities that encourage his students to be creative in both sketching and construction activities.
As in any other learning activity, students need some guidance from the teacher as they develop, evaluate, and change
their ideas on project designs. To be supportive, the teacher
should observe these principles:
1. Recognize and reward new ideas developed by students
and encourage free expres;ion and continuation of their
creative talents.
2. Encourage students to examine all the implications of
their ideas and to test them systematically.
3. Encourage students to explore the knowledge of several
fields by offering them a broad and comprehensive
program.
4. Stimulate students to explore new ideas by providing a
classroom atmosphere which is conducive to creative
thinking.
5. Provide opportunities for students to manipulate materials, tools, and ideas.
6. Acquaint students with the process and techniques of
being creative.
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7. Plan classroom activities which cause students to think
creatively.
8. Recognize and respect the creative efforts and accomplishments of every student. (4, pp. 14-1~).
Functions of Industry Approach
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Some leaders in the field of industrial arts education be ieve
that a contemporary approach' to teaching industrial arts should
be based on the functions of industry. They urge teachers at all
levels of industrial arts to relate the content and activities of
their programs to industry:
1. To provide students with an understanding of modern
industry.
2. To provide students with exploratory experiences leading to career choices.
3. To provide students with fundamental skills, relevant
to industrial occupations, leading to occupational adjustment.
The industry approach proposes that the functions of industry be incorporated in the course content. The approach divides
industry into two phases: "goods-producing" and "goodsservicing."
The functions of the "goods-producing" industry are identified by tracing the path of the product from its inception as an
idea to its use by the consumer. These functions can be simulated
in an industrial arts laboratory:
1. Research and Development entails market and product
research of materials and processes. Refinement of the
product requires extensive development.
2. Planning for Production includes the design of tools, jigs,
fixtures, arrangement of machinery and plant, and control of quality.
3. Manufacturing emphasizes tool and machine operation,
distribution of supplies, and safety.
4. Distribution relates to problems of product distribution,
such as packaging, shipping, displaying, and selling.
The second phase of the functions of industry approach relates to the "goods-servicing" aspect of the industrial institution.
~lajor functions of the servicing industries could also be reflected in industrial arts activities:
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1. Diagllosis emphasizes the role of the industrial troubleshooter who identifies and locates the cause of product
failure.
COl'l'Pction may require either simple or complex adjustments, replacements, or repairs.
Tl'I';ting determines the degree of success that was accomplished with the correction procedures.
It is maintained that the major value of the functions of
industry approach is that it creates opportunities for students to
view the \vholeness or unity of modern industry. (2, pp. 12-15).
Conceptual Approach

The conceptual approach to American industry is based on
a five-year curriculum research project initiated by Face and
others, at Stout State University, 1964. The broad objectives of
this study of American industry are:
1. To develop an understanding of those concepts which
directly apply to industry.
2. To develop the ability to solve problems related to industry.
Thio; research project grew out of an expressed concern for
the lack of coherent structure regarding the content of industrial
arts courseo;. The leadero; of the project propose that the basis
for the Amuican Industr!! program be an identification of basic
concepts of ,.;e\-eral related industries. They go on to suggest that
this program of American Industry, based on a knowledge and
under,.;tanding of related concepts, should be regarded not as a
modification but as a replacement of the traditional industrial
arts content.
Some of the values listed for this conceptual approach to
American industry are:
1. The American Industry ,'tudy contributes to an understanding of the entire indu:trial institution.
2. A structure ba:ed on underlying concepts could result
in a unified national curriculum and standardization of
laboratory facilitie.'.
3. Cour..es of :tudy will be based on concepts which will
govern the activities of the program.
4. Development of under:tanding- the concepts \vill determine what facilities are needed. (6, p. 71).
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Information which specifically describes the classroom activities of the American Industry program and the relationship
of the teacher and students in these activities is not available at
this time. At this earl~' stage, the conceptual approach cannot be
compared with other contemponlr~' approaches. Therefore, for
now, some questions must go unanswered: Is problem solving in
the American Indu:-ltry program similar to the problem solving
approach described by Ferns and Anderson'! How are classroom
activities which lead to understanding of concepts identified ami
selected '! Doe~' solving industry-related problems involve research and experimentation as describerl b~' :\laley? What importance is given to creativity and de...;ign in this study of American
industry'? To what extent is the mass production activity employed to develop concepts of American industry'! How may
current industrial arts programs be changed in regard to activities and facilities in order to depict the conceptual approach to
American industry'! Answers to these questions will no doubt
be discovered when the follov.;ing goals for this research study
are finally realized:
1. Identification of problems in\'olved in implementing

the conceptual approach.
2. Revision of content materiab; related to the study of
industry.
3. Expansion of a resource file of teaching materials
available at Stout State University.
4. Development of standardized tests relating to the AII/prlean IndustrlJ program.
5. Development of an Arlipl'irall Industry program for the
secondary schools.
6. Expansion of the project to include additional secondary schools.
7. Development of a teacher education program for the
preparation of A. m erica II I lid IIstrlJ teachers.
8. Development of recommended facilities for an AIliNICUll Industry laboratory.
9. Identification and development of appropriate activities
for teaching the concepts of industry.
10. Determination of the appropriate balance between classroom and laboratory activities of the Amalca/l !Inillstr!!
program.
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11. Determination of the eft'ectin'ne,.;s of the .4.II/Nic(/1I
Industry program for various student ability levels.
(6.p.72).
Common Elements of Contemporary Approaches

All of the contemporary approaches to teaching industrial
arts have se\'eral common element.". Each approach call,,; for the
application of ideas 01' the examination of concept;:; through the
procer!ure,.; of applied re,.;earch used in modern indu,.;tn'. Students te,.;t and apply their own ideas to problems which have
special significance to them, rather than accept a teacherselected project \\-ith empha::;is on specific ;:;kills and kno\vledge.
Teacher responsi1Jilit~· centers around guiding students to ,.;eled
appropriate proces,.;es 01' methods relating to his activit~·.
The contemporary approache,.; to teaching industrial art.-.
focus on the self-developmen t of each student. The ,.;tu dent accepts the re."ponsibil ity for learn ing th rough creative act i v itips,
experimentation, and problem ,.;ol\-ing. The student i,.; motivated
to regard as important the proper use of material", proce.~s,-l";.
tools. or machines because these relate to problem." of sppcial
importance to him.
Traditional methods of teaching industrial arts are limited
largel~- to demonstrations or "sho\\' and tell" tech niq lie,.;. In contrast. contemporary approaches in\"(Jh-e the student in reading.
planning, and writing acti\ ities. Textbooks and related refl'1'ences become significant re,.;ource,.; to the ,.;tudpnt a,.; he ";l'pks
answers to question,.; about con.-truction materials and proce,.;ses.
In addition. \\Titing skills become important when he prepares
reports describing construction plans or research data.
Another common characteristic of the contemporar~' approaches is that the student is not confined to the facilities and
resources of the clas,.;room or la1Jorator~-. Instead, he is to consult with other teachers, librarians. and industrial per."onnel
about his problem or project.
Industrial ads leader:, support "the \-iew of man~- school
people that hyo indi:pensahle ing-redients for learning are high
motivation and individualized instruction." (12. p. 49). Secretary i\Id\amara. in describing- a new policy for upgrading the
educational qualifications of men inducted into the Armed
Forces. :tated:
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Students clearly differ in their learning patterns. It is the educator's
responsibility to deal with that pattern in each individual ease and to
build on it. :'lore exactly, it is the educator's responsibility to create the
mo~t t'a\'orable conditions under which the student himself can build on
his own learning pattl:'rll, and at his own pace. Ultimately, it is not the
teacher who teach('~ at all. It is the student who teaches himself. (12, p. 49).

Secretary :\lcXamara has emphasized the responsibility of
each teacher to provide a climate for learning in hig classroom.
The indu~trial art~ teacher can meet this responsibility by understanding and emplo~'ing contemporary approaches to the teaching of indu~trial arts.
Questions for Evaluation

1. Some educational pS~'chologi~b, claim that the present
educational proce~~ reflects little change in the methods
of imparting knowledge. Would you support or refute
this statement as it relates to industrial arts teaching?
2, If there are several element:> common of the contemporar~' approache~, how may the industrial art.'\ teacher
combine the~e approaches in his classroom activities?
:3, Reflect lIpon the . .;pecific teaching methods ~'ou have been
u~illg in ~'our cla~se,.;. To what extent does thi~ pm'tieular combination of methods characterize a contemporary
approach '?
4. \Vhich of the contem]JOl'<ll'~' approaches to indu~trial arts
instruction l)rien~' de,.;cribed in this chapter mo~t nearl~'
relate.'\ to the "climate for learning" in your classes '?
5. \\'hat factor,.; inhibit the use of contemporary approaches
in ~'our program?
6, "'hat p~~'chologieal factor~ may inhibit an industrial
art.s teacher from conducting his program within the
frame\\'ork of contemporary approaches?
7. To what degree do you believe each of the contemporary
approaches relate~ to ~turlents of high, average, or low
academic level '!
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CHAPTER TWO

Contemporary
Industrial Arts Activities
The success of a contemporar~' industrial arts program depends upon the activities used in the class, No single activity,
howe\'er. can be prescribed for all situations. The instructor is
responsible for guiding the students into the best acti\'ity for
any given situation. He should be informed about a variety of
activities, alert to the indiYidual differences within his classes.
and aware of the physiwl facilitie." of his laboratory. lIe should
set the objecti\'es for his program and then utilize the most
effective means to arrh'e at these objectives.
The intent of this chapter is to bring to the attention of
the reader some of the factors that should be considered when
planning activities. The material described in thi. chapter is
concerned with all grade levels, kindergarten through twelfth
grade, with some implications for the exceptional student.
Factors Affecting Student Activities

Because it is important to involve the student in order to
arrange activities that will be of intere.'t to him, activities. hould
be student-teacher planned. l\Ioreover. there are a number of
factors to be con:idered in the planning, not one of these factors being mutually exclu:ive of the others.
Some of the more important factor.~ affecting student activities are: (1) capabilities of students, (2) interests of students,
(3) attitude. of students toward in:tructor, and (4) types of
laboratories.
2!:l
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Capabilities of Students

The capabilities of students are dependent upon the interrelationship of a number of factors. such as physical maturation, emotional maturation, mental ability, and chronological age.
Ph!J:;ical maturatiull refers to the student's motor performance or his hand, mind, and eye coordination. Rogers says that
motor performance reaches iti'. peak during adolescence - in
girls at about fifteen years of age and in boys at about age
eighteen. In girls the growth spurt of strength begins at age
eleven or twelve and tapers off at age thirteen or fourteen. In
boys the growth spurt of ~trength comes two or three years
later than that of girls and slows down gradually. (8, p. 85).
Both :,exes decline in gross physical activity during adolescence.
Consequently, there is les.. enjoyment in sheer activity.
Readjustment~, with accompanying awkwardness, are natllral. These changes occur in spurt.'! and do not affect all body
parts alike. The significant skeletal changes are in the long bones
and large muscle group, and poor coordination is found here.
Physical maturation is \'ery closely related to emotional
maturation and mental ability. In a study of mentally retarded
children, Frallcb and Rarick report that the mean of performance scores for both educable boys and girls is two to four years
behind the age norm:; of normal children. (1, p. 69). The authors
assumed, however. that low performance scores might be due
in part to motivational problems and failure to comprehend test
in.:tructiollS. }[u:;sen and Jones state that physical retardation
among boys has adverse effects on per..onality and that physical
acceleration is conducive to better social and psychological adjustment. (5, p. 15).
};/llotional maturation refers to how well the student adjusts
to social pressures. The institution that most influences this
factor is the home. Landi" reports that children from democratic
homes are more emotionally adjusted than children from authoritarian homes. (5. pp. 14-15). Authoritarian homes are more frequently associated with larger families. Bossard and Boll report
that most maladjusted children come from homes in which the
father is domineering. (5, p. 15).
A study by Hurlock reveals that heightened emotionality is
caused b~· environmental and social factors. (6, pp. 74-77). The
factors that predispose adolescents to intense emotionality are:
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1. Unfa\'orable family relationships
2. Restraints resulting- from parental super\'lSlOn
3. Ob. tacles that prevent the adolescent from doing what
he desires
4. Situations in which the individual feels inadequate
5. Social expectations of more mature behavior
6. Adjustment to new environments
7. Social adjustmenb to the other sex
8. School failure
9. Conflicts with family or friends
10. \'ocational prol>lems
11. Religious doubts
12. l\Tore mature insight
]lental ahility refers to the student's abilit~, to comprehend
and carry out written and oral instructions. \Vhere mental development is concerned, attitudes are important for various
reasons. (8, p. 199). First. attitudes influence the indivirlual's
recepti\'eness to learning. ~ext, they give substance to fact.
Finally an individual's attitude toward learning reflects his
personal adjustment.

There is aL'o a relationship between mental and phy:ical
growth. (4, p. 92). In spite of the medical care and :en'ices
supplied to subnormal children, studie: indicate that there is a
higher incidence of physical defects of every kind among- the
subnormal children than among the children of normal intelligence.
Studies abo show that there is a relationship between intelligence and occupation. Those people with the highest intelligence
seem to choose occupations that deal with words and mathematical symbols, while those with the lowest intelligence choose
occupations requiring very little thinking. (2, p. 147). Another
study indicated that people with high intelligence have greater
reasoning abilit~· and a greater unrlerstanding of spatial relationships than those with low intelligence. (2, p. 149). Fuzak
found that there is a slight negative correlation between intelligence and the. trength of students, as indicaterl by a dynamometer test. (:~, p. 57). Ea:ed upon :122 cases in junior high :choo!.
the product-moment correlation was
.153, which is insignificant.
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The question confronting- the industrial arts teacher is how
to deyelop a prog-ram which meets the needs of students with
different leyels of abilit~·. Homogeneous g-rouping and special
classes seem to ue the most common approach. Stanton and
('assid~' compal'pd the educable mentall~' retarded in regular and
:-;pecial programs from diffel'ent :-;chool districts ann found that
children in regular classes did show significantly greater gains
in academic achiewment than did the special cla:-;s children.
(1, p. (1). The special class children were significantly superior
to the rcgular cl11:-;s children on :-;ocial adjustment as measured
by a personalit~· te:t.
Chl'O!l%,ljiw/ U.lJ( has some effect upon a student's abilit~·
to pcrform complex finger coordinati\'e activities. Fuzak used
a dynamometer test as a ba:,:i:-; for determining a boy's readiness
for more complex performanceg. (:J, p. 58). The data strongly
indicated that the level of physical maturity of 11 junior hig-h
school ho~' determine: the leyel of his ability to perform complex
finger coordinath'e activities. Between the dynamometer test
and age, the product-moment correlation wa:-; - .-125: between
the dynamometer test and weight. ~ .5-18; and between the dynamometer test and height, - .52!). Thege correlations are con:-;idered to be moderately significant: about twenty percent better
than chance. (7, p. 2:10).

Inte rests of Students
As the age of the student increases, hig interests follow
definite patterns from instabilit~· and quickly waning intere:-;tg
to an expansion of new interests, a shi fting set of values placed
upon various intel'e:-;t:-;, and finall~', at the conclusion of the high
school period, a stability of interest.
These interest patterns should take on a special meaning for
the industrial arts teacher when he plans activities with his students. A child needs activities that are short in duration: the
older student prefers activities that require mOl'e time. Both
respond to activities that are varied and flexible. They like acti\'ities that possess an inherent g-erm of SllCCCSS. Interest patterns also are affected by age, physical development, :-;ex, intelligence, ell\"ironment, and social and economic status. (6, pp.
188 ff).
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It is important for the teacher to consider also what Rog-ers
has emphasized with regard to the deyelopment of student interests. (8, pp. 208-2(9). (1) Interest: are often enatl d, not merely
discoyered. (2) A student must be aided in acquiring the habit
of lookill,IJ for the intere;·ting side: of whateyer he is doing. (:~)
Br((ult/t of experience is desirable, but all human beings tend
to accept what the~' know and to reject the unfamiliar. (-!) A
student :hould be (1I('lJlll'£llji'd in what he is doing. This encouragement foster:.' greater interest in a task, whether it be
machining a part or writing a theme. Derogatory criticism
conyersely nips enthusiasm in the bud. (5) Experiences should
be tied to suitable form: of sdf'n(Ili::atiIJII rather than to some
supposedl~' objecti\'e standard demanded of all. A student should
be encourag-ed to use self-expression or creatiyity in his work.
(6) The wayan opportunity is presented is crucial for its
acceptance. (7) Yet a student has to learn to do some thing:,
interesting or not, merely because these. hould be done.
Environment and socio-economic le\'els probabl~' haye the
greatest effect on student intere:bi. Enyironment, particularl~'
its cultural pressures, determines which interests may de\'elop
into yocational goals and which become ayocational activities.
Attitudes of Students toward Instructor

The major responsibility for de\'eloping- a learning atmosphere in the laboratory rests with the in'tructor. Chapter one
of thi.. book compare: him to the conductor of an orchestra.
The genel'al tone is set the first day of class, and the instructor
must allow the indiddual student's int rests and abilities to
determine his activities. Fuzak indicated that many pupil.' denlop a dislike for industrial art .. because of their lack of readine:s to perform a number of fing-er coordinative activities the~'
are expected to undertake. (:~, p. 77).
Fuzak continue::
Tht' junior high ,('h"ol industrial arts tt'acher should no longer igl1o",'
th(· n·aclim's.: of his pupils to learn manipula h'e IH'OC('SSP, requiring- complex fingt']' coordinations. Hp should plan hi, t,'aehing;, and the h'arnin~
experiences he d"Vt'lops. to an'OIl1I1HH!ate a wide rang-e of physical maturation and }'('adim'ss on tht' part of hi, pupil8.
Tht' juniOl' high .'choul industrial arts teacher should scn'en po~sible
It'arning at: iyities. so tha tho'l' planned at t'aJ'1ipl' gradt' h'\'els concentrate Oil largo" muscl" coordination.', rathl']' than upon complex 1'11l,L;CI'
coordinations.
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Implications of a sillliJar "o1 affect many portions of the junior high
school program, where complt'x finger coordination activities are carried on.
A.ttt:'ntion should be given by thesc· tc·achers to the physical readine:3s of
theIr pupils 0 satisfactnrily engage In he learning experience' provided.
:\Iany pupil. art' drinn away flom learning activities in\'olying complex
fingt:'r coordinations, l,t:'cause of tht:'ir lack of physical readiness 0 perform
thcm :,ati:·factorily. :--Iuch nf tht:' time and effort they expend is wasted.
ThIS IS ]JrobaLI~ , rue ill partieular of the more intelligent pupils. }Iany of
hem art:' somt:'what acct:'lcrated in sch(jol, while duller pupils are. omewhat
re arded. This must be a deep C(jllcern of all teacher:' who teach activities
requiring complex fmger coordinations. (;~, PI'. '0- 1).

Types of La boratories
.'0 matter what the extent of rea dines ' may be-physically,
mentally, or emotionall,\'-nor how strong the :,tudent's intrinsic
intere.'t may be, hi: type of indu,'trial arts activity is conditioned
by the physical facility in which he is permitted to work. Chapter Four of this yearbook presents a comprehensive development
of this point.

Activities Related to the Individual
An effecti\ e program i: student centered. The activities
:hould he \'ari d and appropriate for .'pecific learning :-:ituations.
The following i,' a re:mme of :ome of the more common industrial arts activitie·.
Individual Product Construction

Hi.toricallv :peaking, the mo:t common activity in the field
of indu:trial art· ha: been the con:truction of teacher-selected
project· by indiYidual . tudcnt . It . hould be empha:ized that
thi:-: i . inCOllgruou. to the morlern approaches in the teaching of
the industrial arts. This i: a worth\' acti\'ity only if it reflect:-:
the readiness and interest of the individual ·tudent and if it
relate.' to a significant problem which concern,' the :tudent.
Characteristically, it seems de:'irable to minimize the individual,
calT,\'·home type of project as a student activity in the industrial
art· laborator,\'. Rather, preference should be given to the in'
\'olvement of more than one student in the design and fabrica,
tion of a particular product.
It may be argued, howcyer. that in some :mall job shops.
which are a significant part of our industrial culture. there still
are people who carry a product through from it: inception to
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completion. It seems justifiable, therefore, to retain the individual project construction as an activity in the modern indu.'trial
arts laborator\'
-1 •
/
..
~~
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Before selecting or permitting this activity, the instructor
should reflect on the;;e questions: (l) What objectives will this
activit~· fulfill '! and (2) To what extent doe~ this activity interpret industry'? There i: no doubt that there L' considerable
learning potential in indh-idual product construction. There can
be much planning im'oh'ed, and there can be many problems
identified and solved by this activity. The major question is
whether the individual product construction technique is used
as a means to the end or as the end itself.
Individual Research and Development

Individual re'earch and development affords the :tudent an
his curiosity ahout a material or a process.
The student may conduct specific tests rather than make a product. or he may conduct re"earch in the planning and construction
of his product. Re:earch and de\'elopment could involve the rediscovery of fact or information as well as the performance of
new or pure research.

opportunit~· to satisf~'

In many cases, the instructor might hesitate to permit a
student to work in areas unfamiliar to the in:tructor. The instructor should not expedw be well versed in everything. If a
resourceful student wants 0 become involved in research and
development in an unfami'liar subject, the instructor :'hould
serve as a resource person,
'

L

....,.

An illu;;tration of a research and de\'elopment activity would
be an experiment for testing the strengths of variou" adhesives
on a variety of materials and making suitable comparisons.
Independent Lea rn i ng

Independent learning is a t~'pe of industrial arts activity
permitting the :tudent to progress as rapidly a' he is able. During this acti\'ity the teacher must make available to the student
a broad \'ariety of re"ource:, The in;;truetor mu;;t offer ;;pecial
guidance when the student selects his problem and when he lays
out a preliminary plan by which he hopes to reach a solution to
the problem.

.(
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It may be conjectured that the ,';tudent who has the ability
to read with comprehension uses this technique in acquiring
factual information" hich he may relate to the problem. Furthermore, the perceptive student ma~' wi,';h to talk with expert;; in
a particular field about his problem. In addition to this. a student ma~' wish to construct objects which \dll help him prove
to himself the reliability of the hypotheses he ma~' be testing.
The special responsibilities of the instructor. conducting
independent learning techniques, are to counsel, guide. and
direct. The instructor assists the student in e\'aluating the fact
which he acquires and intend' to u:e in the solution of his problem. Implicit in the instructor's role, is the need for assisting
each indiddual student in testing the veracity of facts.
This type of teaching require' consideraule planning and
preparation on the part of the in:tructor. An acth·it~· of this
nature is challenging to the academically able students. At no
time would this acti\'ity be completely :'lUcces 'ful for all students.
but it could reduce the amount of repetitiw teaching which frequently is associated \\'ith cOlwentional methods.
Maintenance

i-Iaintenance of a variet~· of types of equipment is a laborexperience which helps the student gain insight into the
construction features of such equipment. It is regarded as a
sui ta ble acti vity for student;; at all age levels and levels of
academic abilit~·.
This t~'pe of acti\'ity enaules the "tudent to develop a ;;kill
which is not easily learned in construction activities. It ma~' be
a;;sumed the rea:on for maintenance on an~' gh'en piece of
equipment i.s that it is out of order in ,';ome wa~'" A;;sume. for
example, that a student i" working with an eledric motor which
will operate onb if it i;; started hy rotating its "haft by hand.
Even before he disassembles this motor, it i" essential for him to
determine how the motor operates and the probable cause."; of
malfunction. With thi" knowledge, he is able to mo\'e from general to specific causes of failure. to identif~' the prOblem. and
to make the necessary repairs. It may be a;;sumecl that maintenance-type projects will moti\"ate the "tudent to learn the
physical principle;; <I:' \\"ell a;; con"tl'uction detaiLs as related to
the operation of particular types 01' categorie" of equipment.
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Activities Related to the Group
Acti\'itie" such as research and development, independent
study, and maintenance, may be adapted to the group. The instructor needs to a"sess learning possibilities of each kinel of
activit,\" in light of the number of student.'; invoh-ed at a giwn
time. In addition to the group activities which have been identi fit'd, two other type...; may be emplo~"ed b~" the industrial arb
teacher. The"e are concerned \vith the manufacture of products,
llameh", ma.'" production and unit production.
Mass Production

}Iass production or continuous production invoh"es the joint
efforts of several or all members of the clas:'> in .setting up production line,.; for making a number of like items, such a,.; water
ski,.;, toys for underprivileged children. or miniature rockeb. A
unique leaming expel"ience which takb place in this activity is
the recognition of how much may be accomplished through a
team effort.
:\Ioreover. the total educational \'alue of this activity is realized when the teacher plans the activity so that all pha"es of
production are ,.;tudied. The group \\'ould organize themselves
into a corporation, sell stock, elect director,.;, appl~ for emplo~"
ment, interview emplo~"ees, dbign products, conduct research,
ol"ganizp product sun'e," te;-tm", ,.;ell or take orders for products,
manufacture products. distribute lwoducb, liquidate the COl'poratioll, and distribute profits or absorb losses, whether fictitious
or real.
Pi tf'alls to a void in the use of th is adi vity are: (l) selecting
a product too im"ol\'ed to complete in a "pecified time, (2) manufacturing item" which take too much time or involve repetition
that kills interest, (:~) utilizing materials which are too expen"ive, (--I-) using poor judgement in planning or ha"tily planning
the product alld procedures, and (5) not involving the student
in the planning,
Unit Production

L'llit production or one-item production hi the im'o!\"ement of
a number of students for the IHlI'pose of producing a single item,
such as a laminating pre...;s, a d~"namometer, or a television camera. In an activit~" of thi" nature, it is important that the stu-
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dent.·: (1) select a project large enough to involve the entire
group. (2) identif~' a project which is accepted by j:!roup concensus. (~) agree upon the utilization of the completed project.
and (.f) plan and conduct related a: -ignments efficiently.
If an indu -trial art.' program i-to proYide students with an
optimum of learning experiences. the teacher should (1) allow
for student participation in ~electing and planning" acti,'ities,
(2) recognize factors affecting student actidties. and (:1) provide for individual and group actidties. :\loreover. the teacher
. hould continuously assess each activity to the extent it meets
the interests and needs of the students involved.
Questions for Evaluation
1. Select any fi,'e students in your class.

a. De:cribe their ph,\'sical maturity in terms of such
factor.' as -ize, stamina. and dexterity.
b. Characterize their emotional maturity in "ueh traits
as span of attention, impulsi\'enes", and complacency.
c. Compare the mental capabilities of these students in
term: of intelligence (~lI()tient. apparent perceptivene.~. and pre:ent achie\'ement.
d, What is the chronological age of each of the,.;e student -'! Are the traits listed in a. b. and c abo\'e commen. urate with your expectation for students thi"
age? If not, what specific methods are being employed
to correct thi'?
2. Con. ider the acti\'ities in which the students in == 1 above
are pre'ently engaged.
a. How appropriate are the~e activities for each "tudent
in light of his level of physical. emotional. and mental
maturation? What are the particular facets of these
activities which make them appropriate in each ca'e '!
b. To what extent are the"e stll(lent~ intrin"icall~' intere~ted in the activity in which they are engaged '!
c. How effecti\'e are the instructional methods in accomplishing contemporar~' objectives of industrial
arts?
g. What ne\\' acti\'itie: could be introduced in ~'our cla:ses
which reflect the technology of modern industr~'?
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If a major aim of education i:,; to prepare people to live
purpo:,;eful lives in a free democratic culture. to what
extent should indu"trial art" stunents designate the cla:;sroom activities?
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CHAPTER THREE

Contemporary
Industria I Arts Resou rces

Two extreme poinb of \'iew affect the selection of resources
considered appropriate to maximize learning in industrial arts,
One point of \'iew hold,; that education is a process whereby
a teacher dispenses knowledge to student,; via an acquired verbalism and an adequate textbook. lIe ma," el'en show an occasional
film in order to elaborate on a fact or to comph' with the notion
that films should be sho\\'n at inten'(-d.~. In this traditional met hod
of instruction, the el'aluation of resources is limited to the selection of a textbook which expounds the latest and most (,!llIlpll'fl'
{/USP( I on the course content.
A major Iveakness in this traditional method of instruction
lies in the misuse of the textbook, The teacher using- a si/lf/Ii
textbook routinely rel'iews the common daily assignment.
stre,;ses rote memorization of unrelated facts, and follows an old
course outline which has remained static since it,; adoption. Such
an approach stifles creati\'ity, deadens motil'ation, and saps the
intellectual vitalit~, necessary to achieve maximum learning-,
A second point of view hold,; that education is a process
whereby the individual learn." to master him.'\elf and his en\'ironmenl. This kind of instruction requires a \'ariet~· in methodolog~'
in order to meet the needs and abilities of indi\'iduals. The second view assumes that learning occurs throug-h the interaction
of the inclil'idual with his total environment. Therefore, the
standards for selecting resource,; become an evaluation problem
which oftPI1 defie,; anal~',ds in a stati.'\tical sense.
III
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\Yag-ner and Christophel propo.,e a standard for the "PCOII<!
point of \'iew when they state. " ... onl~' current materials make
Jlossible the de\'elopment of the flexible curriculum \Yhich is
needed to mcet the needs of our changillg world." (20, p. \,).
They add:
Teachers are di,co\'ering that learning matet'iats a\'ailabk from indusag(:n(:ie~, altt'ui,:tie ol'i.!anizatlOns ami othe'rs are often
nw]'e up-t(l-(lat,·. "ollljJrl'lH'f\,:ive ill ~cope, and intc]'('sl-arou;:ing' than corresponding ~e(·tion~ 01' the traditional ma "'rials .. , I :!(I, p, v).

try, go\'ernmental

Wagner and Chri"tophel offpr .-'ome hldpful hints on "nch
topic:' as appraisal of sponsol'ctl matcrial, in:-:tructions on obtaining free material. criteria for selecting- material, "ources of frce
material, classification and filinf!, and the afl\-antag-e,.; of a
wrtical file. (20, pp, 1-7).
The sf'lectioll of resource.~ is complicated by the Yen' natnre
of the industrial arts disciplinc. Illllu,.;trial arb education :-eek."
to interpret the industrial a,.;pect of the American culture, Thi,.;
indu,.;trial aspect i...; dynamic. complicated b~' man~' explo...;jYe
chang-es, and characterized b~- a rapid imlllC'nll'ntatioll of nt'W deYelopment". For a judicious selection of re,"ources. the teacher
mtl.st ,stucl~' these ne\\' de\'elolll11f'nt" and make some ,.;ystpmatic
attempt to obtain relenlnt. up-to-date resource material:-:.
Industrial arts edllcal iOIl support,.; the trend toward making
the ,,,tudellt responsible for hi" ll\\'n learning. Again in this lln'a
the teacher m""t first anticipate student interest...; and needs and
then identif.\' a wide' range of a\'ailahle re,"ources.
It is the purpose of this chaptf'l". 1hen, to de,.;crihe nll'ious
rcsonrce,". to list somp major resourccs. and to identif~ s]wcifically ,..;ome rC:<OllrcC'" considered nece,~sar~' for a qtwlit.\, program,
It would, of course, he up to the reader to e\'aluate intro:->])('di\"C'ly the effecti\"ene,:s of hi" o\\'n selection and utilization
of resources in the light of the following information.
Business, Industry and Governmental Agencies

The field of industrial arts i" particularly hle,.;sed with an
almost inexhaustilJle sllppl,\' of a\'ailahle re,.;ources, "incc industrial arts content i...; drawn from industry and technolog",\', }Iatel-iab from industr~', hllsine"s. and gO\"cI'l1l1H'ntal agpneip,-;,
therefOl'e. cOLlld ..;er\"e as a rich storehouse of ,.;olution,.; to proll
lems pertinent to the field.
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Production of educational material:,; by industry is a multimillion dollar enterprise, undergoing exponential expansion.
Since 'Yorld \\'ar II. busine;;s and indll~tr,\"~ annual budget for
school material: has been greater than the annual textbook
budget of all schools in the country, Tolal corporate financial
support for education in }!)65 probably exceeded $250,000,000.
At least one obsen'er expects this contribution to double by 1970.
(6. pp. i\--\-).
A recent sun"ey further point: up the magnitude of these
resources:
B~' far the most popular furm of husiness-industry aid to the schools
is instructional materials for classroum use- and th{' diversity of materials
offered is astounding. Sixty-seven percent of the companies surveyed have
prepared and distributed informational booklets; sixty perC'ent have provided filmstrips, slides. transparencies, films. recordings, and tapes, Thirtynine percent have supplied books, such a, company histories and texthooks,
while thirt~'-four pel'(~ent fUl'l1ish samples uf raw Illaterials or finished
products or hoth. and nearly a third oft'er a variety of displays and exhibits. Others make available ll1ap~. eharts, and graphs in a variety of
fields, bulletin board materials. newsletters and magazines, re,ea rch and
expel'iment guides, Illodel eonstnH'tion kits. and programmed learningmaterials. (2, p. 57).

It is evident that the most valuable and yet {cast tapprd
potential for resources falls within thi,' business. industry, and
g'overnmental agency category, (6. p. 5). One inhibiting factor
in collecting these materials seems to be the problems of storage
and retrieyal, since the -e re"ources do come in an array of sizes,
shapes, de~'criptions, \'ariety in content, t~·pes and usefulness in
terms of dateclness.
On the other hand, one solution to the problems of storage
might be a materials center, Higher education and many public
school corporations maintain audio-visual centers where films,
film"trip;;. oyel'heacl projector;; and the like are cataloged and
disseminated, Some ~chool;; also haye a teaching materials serdce which acquires catalog;; and di"seminates materials such
as ;;amples. displays, chart;;, models, and bulletin board materials.
A\ ail able also are vast numbers of orochures, pamrlhlets.
oooklets, monographs. technical oriefs. and fl~'ers which proYide
rich data for the ;;olution of prolJlems studied in contemporary
industrial arts acti\'ilies. The next topic describes specific
j'esources.
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Governmental Agency Publications

Resources are available from the following go\'ernment
.'upel'intendent of Docl1ment~, LTnited State~ Government Printing Office; Office of Technical Ser\'ice~, Commerce
Department: and \'ariou~ other issuing offices, e.[I., U. S. Department of Health, r:ducation and \Velfare and the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Forest Products LabOl'atol·~'.
agencie~:

A ~ingle comprehensive index to all current materials issued
governmental agencies is the .1Irmthly Catalog. (19). It i"
published monthl~' and maintains both a monthl~' and an annual
index. The publication is normall~' housed in either the periodical
or reference "ed ion of school libraries. The .11 nllt hI!f Ca til !f!{f
gi\'es complete bibliographical data for each entry, including
such data as price and instructions for ordering, Several libraries within each state, including all state and land grant
college libraries, are depo"itories for selected governmental publications, Each depositor~' librar~' determines the items it wishes
to hou;;e and make available to all researchers. Some libraries
a,..k for most of the depositol"~' items, while others request only
a few.
A ~econd and quite comprehensive index of go\'ernment publica tions is the three-volume \\'ork Guill e to [', S, Go 1'( 1"11/111 lit
Suia!s alld p( rindicals, document~ index, 196.Jc edition. (1), \'01ume One is devoted to "Current. erials and Periodical.s of Washington Agencies." \'olume '1'\\0 i~ concerned with "Relea,;;es and
Other Ephemeral }Iaterial." \'olume Three includes the complement of "Field Agency PulJlications." The first series appeared
in 1962.
A third and more connmient, although limited, ,;;ource for
v'Selected elided St(/t{.~ Go I'U'/III/t lit PI/lilicatio/ls is published
bi-weekly by the Superintendent of Documents, G(Aemment
Printing Office, Washington. D. C. 20.Jc02, In order to receiye
this bi-weekly list of selected publication.'. the teacher merel,\'
needs to haye his name placed on the mailing list.
b~'

Xon-goyernmental sources which al~o identify g"!wernment
publications are standard reference \\"()rk" ~uch as the AI/ph! d
SC/r lief aild TI'('IIIIIJ!fJfjicul Illde,l', Edl/catif!/I liUl(,I', E'I.(/il/f'I'l'i,lt/
hlde,I', and Ruulel's' Gllidl' til j'f'!,ifJdi("(t! Utf'!'ot//}(" The~e familiar indexes need no further cliscus.'ion.
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The l\IacLean ,;tUlly in\,e,;tigate,; in detail ';(jurce:; of U. S.
go\'ernment publications and culminate,; in a bihliography of
entries chosen as pCl,tillent to indlJ,;trial arb on the basis of
carefull~' de\'elo]wd criteria. (15). The selected publications are
subject-indexed and annotated.
Business and Industry Publications

As prr\iou,;ly mentioned. bu,;ines,; and industry fUl'l1ish a
continuous suppl~' of resource,; of all types. 'Whenever they perfect new products. proces,;e". materia],;, equipment, training
method,;, re,;earch data and ,;uch, the~' immediately ad\'ertise and
dis,;eminate the appropriate de,;cripti\'e or technical data. This
kind of data in the "ie\,' of the writers. is one of the richest
,;ources of information for potential ]woblem solving experiences
which undergird contemporan' approaches to industrial arb
education.
Some example,; of busines', and industl'~'-sponsorecl free
periodicab are f)(/}JlJl/t. Traini'lg, [.<'ad, LUIII}), A(')'o~}Jac(. Enf!iII( I rillU
Joul'lwl. Tal/nical EdlicatiIJ!I .Yell's. Strclll'ays. and
Stul l!on·z/Jl/s. (See Appendix A.) These publications contain
technical article,; and references to new products. processes.
techniques, et cetera. :\Iany include sen'ice cards for the cOIl\'enience of the reader in reque."ting information amI materials.
Certain publications such as JI/d/lstrial },'fj II i])/II f'li t .\'nl·s
(IE~) are devoted entirel~' to what is new in equipment, prod,
ucts. ane! materia],;. This free monthl~' publication offer:; technical data. descriptive literature. and product information on a
\'oluminous number of topics. (1:3).
Those teachers who would include in the classroom activities
a ,;tucly on the e\'alua tion and de\'elopment of industry and technolog~' \YOll1rt want to place in the school library a number of
carefull~' selectcd I'C';Olll'Ces. Some of these might be: DuPontA.lltOIiWtiIJlI aud EIIi)J1o!lIl/f'ut. Tlu' St/n'lI III Technolof!!! . •Hall
((lid His 11'ol"k. and othel'~; Ford-The Ei'olution or Mas.~
f'mdllctioll: Gencral Electric Address Series "The l\Tutual
Interests of Employees and :\Ianagement," "Inflation and Productivity," and othel':S; General :\Iotor,;-AIII( l'icCiu Buttle tOI'
:t/iliudaiICl: .\'ational As,;ociation of :'Ianufactul'ers-II//l//stl'iol
RCSNll'ch alld Del'e!o/Jilif lit: United States Gypsum-Ideas (/II'
ludust!'!!. (See Appendix E,)

Instructional Media

The broad catpg"or,\' of audio-vislw] matcrials is not new to
pducation. In the one-room school house of earlr A merica, students )panwd mostly from the hornbook with its illustrated
alphabet, A recent definition identifies audio-\'isual materials
as those \\'hich do not (!t'pend primarily on the printed word.
Audio-visual material." as:,ociate sensor.\' experiences \\'ith the
words and s.\·mlJOb of thc language.
('ro::-:s and Crpher differentiate the grouping into separate
categorib-the \ isual aid:, and thc audio aids:
\'isual aid~ are primarily thusp sl·leded. "olltn,Jled \'isu:l1 ",p('ri"IH'ps
which arp pl'l'senled to the ](>anlPr for the p,l),p",;e of pr"viding- him with a
true and accurate vi'ual pidurc or imlll'Pssioll whieh. in turn will ))(. re"allpd at appropriat" lalt'r' timps l,y th,· Ivarnl'l'. (I, p. (j),
Thp~'

go on to

sa~':

Audio educatioll e'I'eriences may [Je spokpll wrnds or t}wy may bc
oimply thc rbal'at·tet'isti" suulld, or nlll. or noisl" ass"t'iat,·d with a ]'('callahle !Jl'c\'ious cxp'·l·icllt'l· ..\t·tually. auo!iloh' words, whet bel' heard in ,!ired
spee"h or' hy I'et'ol'ding- or Iot'oatka~t ret:l:iver~. are USN! loy the' lcal'ncr as
stimuli tf) rCt'all past ('xpericllees ill the sall1l' IlJannl'r' as hI' us('!'; visually
receivcd wonl syrnlHJls in H·uding. I I. p. 7).

By the above definitions, thCIl, the audio-visual materials
are really tools which are not a .--upplement but rather an illtegral part of the teaching-learning proce.--s.
)Ian~' writers on thi,.; sulJ.iect tpnd to broaden the category
and to list the following" a,; materials: textbook--, motion pictures, filmstri p~ and ~lides. tra nspa rt'Il<.'ies, opaq ue ma teriab
such as pictures, illll,.:/rations. murals, postel's, paintings.
sketches. photograph,.;: map:" thads and graphs, prog"ramm(ld
illstruction materia b. tele\'ision, s pecimells a nd artifacts. models.
cut-'l\\'a.\'s anel mock-up,.;, d(lmol1s1ration..; and experiments, recordings and drama t iza tions, and rt)sourte per,;ons.
\\'hate\'el' the ddi nit ion used ..--ume ma t erial.-- on the a !lO\'e
li~ting in \'ite additiona I consideration beca tb(l 0 f their particular
characteristics.
The Tex+boo k

The textl)(Jo]{ has lJeen the traditional manual for guiding
leal'lIing ex!wriences in the ..:chool,.; of our nation. Whenever the
role of the textllook i.-: que"tioncd. there ari,.;ps emotional commelle__ . l)oth pro ,In<1 con. Some critics argue that frequently the
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textbook i~ u~ed alone to the exclusion of a bountiful supply of
other rele\'ant resources. Others in defense of the textbook claim
t ha t it "el'\'e,'; as a point of departure, a basis for organizinglearning units. a systematic oyeryiew of a :mbject and a core
around which other resources are focu,';ed. Tn specific ca. es, both
yiews certainl.,' ha\'e an clement of truth. In fact, probably the
ma.iorit~, of the profe...;sion would concede that the textbook has
con...;iderable \'alue, particularly when supplemented with a
Yal'ict~' of additional resources.
An example of the unfortunate dependence upon the textbook is illustrated b~' the following:
In some classrooms they may ~till be prescribed like ))wdieine-so
many pages to be "learned" each day. Then the student is expected to
repeat what he has mpmorized on an e.·i\11l or in recitation . . . The textbook b"l'Ulll"S a Cl'll ch for the puor teacher and an ohstac1p to the imag-inatl\'e teaclwr who wants to conmluni("ate the e.·citement that new knowl"dg" can bring. (16, p. 16).

An extreme reaction against the dependence on the textbook
is its being discarded entirel~'. Such an arbitrary judgement has
a goood chance of being as faulty as an oyer-dependence upon the
textbook.
. . . Thc'y a tpmpted to substitute direct experil'nce of the students,
supph'l1lpnted hy miscellaneous printed and audio-visual materials. Successful cla:'sroom performancp under thesp conditions. however, requires an
{'\l'l'P ional school and en\·ironnwnt. It also requires an ex('eptional tpacher.
He must cumbine thorough knowledge of the ~ubject with an expert's ability
to adapt it to a particular I!rarlp level or lenl of sturlc'nt's ahility. He must
abo b" wilIinJ;; to put in long hours ol'ganizing the classroom work.
(16.p.16).

One of the ,..;ig-nificant shortcomings of textbooks in industrial education is that of ob,;olescence. Technical textbooks dealing with material...; and pn)cesse~ become outdated quickly because of new discO\'eries and inno\'ations which characteri7.e
contemporar~' industr.\· and technology. \Yhile referenceil to certain operation,;, processe" or mat(lrial~ ma~' remain releyant
o\'er "eyeral editions. others rna.,' be. and often are, out-of-clate
before the textbook i,; publi ..;hed. The yalue of a gi\'en textbook,
then, is dependent upon the pl'ofesi'ional judgement of the
teacher.
The profes...;irJl1al judgement of the \'igilant teacher is sharpened through participating in profes,;ional organization:. enrolling in in-seryice ~eminars. reading professional journals. and
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using in his cla,ses a multitude of indu"tdal re.'\ources in the
form of booklets, technical oata sheeb, monog-raph". c:harb,
films, tran, parencies, and sample material.,,-al1 ,wailable for
just the asking.
Textbooks in the area of wooos (particularl~' tho:,e ,.;eetion,.;
on wooo finishillg and wood adhesive,.;) ,.;ene a" examples of
elatedness. Far too often, recentl~' published textbooks or revised ones still retain too much of the old c:ontcnt. For example.
in:tead of pro\'ioing information about new finishes such as polyurethanes, vinyls. conversion types, film finishes, epoxie,.; and
polye"ter:', these textbooks still emphasize finishes ,.;uch a,.;
varnish amI ,.;hellac. In the area of adhesh'e,.;, these same "new"
textbooks a]]ot too much space to fish. animal blood, and hide
glues and too little space to modern adhe"h'es such as phenolformaldeh~'de,.;, resorcinols, melamines, phenolics, poly\·in~·J,.;,
aliphatics, and film adhesive:. "Cnfortunately, textbooks with
outdated content help perpetuate the statu,.; quo ant! are partially
responsible for antiquated indll,.;trial education c:urric:ula. On the
other hand, the percepth-e teacher recognize,.; that no :.;ingle
resource is perfect and that ";llpplementary re"Ollrc:e,.; are '11\\,'1.\''';
indicated if maximized experience i" the goal. It i:-:. of COllr,.;e,
unreali:3tic to expect the te.·thook to exhibit ab,.;ollite C:lllTenc:~'
when devoted to describing the material,.; and proce:-"e,.; of a
dynamic indll"trial complex. For this reason. the teacher lllll,.;t
increasingly rely on the countlc,.;" a\'ailablc industrial rc:-ource,..
which hlt( (pI"( t indust!'!! a,.; it i.'( rather than a,.; it !I"I/S,
Wagner and Christophel summarize with the fo]]owinj.!:
. . . as the term "text" implies, the cuverage uf any gln,n topic mu~t
be necessarily limited. Furthermure, a textbuuk ean hardly 1,,-, t:xpl·l"t,·d t"
be revised and broul{ht up-to-dat" eal'h yi',ll', \\"hilp pUlllphl"b alld ,;indla!
ephemeral mat<cl'iul~ are uften of \''''y rel'enl urigin. (:.'0, p. vii).

Projected Media

It is hoth the responsibility and the obligation of the good
teacher to utilize the best media in his in,.;truction, The media
selected as best iK that which fulfill" thC' recognized need of the
learner. One "uch medium of pal'tic:ular nl!ue i~ the :,ound film.
SOl/iu[ Fi/III. The sound film i,.; no long-er con~idered a fad or
frill, but an excellent complement to in."truction. Rental films,
which present authentic content attractin'I~' and c:lt·arl,\'. al'e
relath'ely inexpensive and readily mailable.
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Therc i:c, an excellent historical reference to films. cntitled
1!o(io/l Pi("t/ll"(,~ ill EdIICC/tioll. \)y Ellis and Thornhoroug-h. 1923,

( "), The authors crit ically analyzed thc ohjcctions and adyantage,.; of u,.;ing films for instructioll and included a discus:ion of
,;chool ';,\stems usillg film: profitably,
:.\Iore recentb', Wittich and Schuller in AI/{!io-l'i,'//a[ .Hotel'iI/I,': Till ii' XO(,II"( I/llrI [','(. refer to a number of studies dated
from 1 ~)~a tn 1 ~):)~) which substantiate the helief that appropriate
film,.; increase learning and retention of factual information,
(21) ,

A film is appropriate when the information presented contributes to the attainment of course ohjectiws. The film b of
good ql1alit~' wh(,11 it contains authentic material pre:-ented in
a well-organized fashion. and when it has excellent photography,
color. and sound,
The film b not a completc en tit,', but rather a supplementary
tool. Therefore. in order for the student:- to deri\'e maximum
benefit. the instructor mu:t :et the stage, He .'hould define new
terminolog-~ and direct attention to new concepts in the film,
In showing the film, he ,.;hould make an effort to eliminate
di,.;traction,.;, The room should haye good acou,.;tics, It should be
properl~' darkened, be at a com fortable temperature, and be arranged sO each ,.;tudl'nt ha:, an unrestricted yiew of the screen.
Hi;; follo\\'-up di,cus'ion ;;hould correct misconception: and
broaden understandi IIgs. The t acher should then proyide a
transit ion to related acti\ itie',
Properly lH·d. this medium helps the teacher bring the
world into the cla'.Toom in an intere;;ting, attractiYe. and dynamic fa,.;hion,
Fi["I"(liJ!-~ (lIld • 'lidl,', Film;;trip;; and slides are particularly
\'all1ahle in explaining "equPllce: or demon.'trating processe:-i,
The,;e media han thl' ad\'antag-e of permitting the teacher
to alter the speed of pre:c,('ntation appropriate to the group. to
dwell on a definite frame to clari 1'.'" content. and to expand on
the content according to the needs of the group.
A film;;tri p or sl i de 0 I )\'i()usl~' cannot llol'tray motions. bu t
can be u~ed ad\'antageou,;ly \\hcre motion is of ,.;ecnndary
importance,
Filmstrips and slide,; Hl'e n'lati\'el~' inexpellsi\'e \\hen compared with :c,ound films. as is the slide or filmstrip projedor
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when compared with the ..;ound motion picturc projector. Film;:;Iide:'\ and projector~ are ea~ily ~tored in a minimum
of space.
The teacher may find it advantageou,,; to make hi,; 0\\'11
;35mm slidc" to meet his particular need. Slide" "hould hase
three basic elements-visibility, simplicity, and continuit~,. \'isibility depend.' upon the ability to compose and photograph.
Simplicity relates to a single idea per frame. Each ,;lide should
enable the \'iewer to grasp quickly the central idea without being
distracted from the oral pre~entation of the teacher. Continuity
ha,,; reference to sequence which results in the development of
a total concept.
Teacher-made filmstrips and ,,!ides have the arh'antage of
a\'ailabilit~, and validity,
T,'GIlsjJGn';/£"ies. The major advantage of the transparency
over the filmstrip o}' slioe lie,' in its flexibilit~,. because the
in.. .;tructor can add to or alter the features at will while facing
the group. The chalkboard has long been lI~ecl as an effccth'e
instructional aid, but suffers in comparison with the transparency due to the ph~'sical characteristics of the chalkboard. lack
of technique by the instructor, and the re:,mltant loss of direct
eye contact. The h'ansparcncy and the ()\"erhead projpdor are
easy to use and are inherentl.\' suited to the convenient pre,;entation of a \'arict~, of pictures, graphs. charts, and diagrams. Thc
room needs to be dimmed only moderatel~". thus enabling vie\\"ers
to take notes on the matel'ial presented,
A clear acetate or plastic sheet. usuall~' I()" x 10", commonl~'
is useo for making transparcncies. I,h careful register. t PllISparencies of different color...; can lJe O\'erlaid to de\'elop a sequence for effectively sho\\'ing successive stages.
Also antilalJle are special acetate sheets and accompan~'ing
instructions which enable the teacher to transfer ink from a
magazine page to the acetate. therelJ~' securing a colored transparenc~'. A nlriation of the technique uses polarized light to
create an effect of animation, but at an added cost due to the
addition of the motor-dri\"en polarized disc and the polarized
stri p...; of t he tran~parenc~'.
0/)(/(/1/1'". 011<lljUe projectors have the advantage of 111'oducing
imagl'~ from flat materials "uch as illustration,..; in textbooks, pictures. dl'a\\"ing-s, ,,;pc'cimens, and other non-transparent materiah-,
~trip~.
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The op<l.que projector requires a room somewhat darker than
that requirecl for transparencies. This disadvantag-e may be
offset by its adaptability to readily available and inexpe~sive
materials.
The opaque projector can be used in conjunction with the
chalkboard, enabling the instructor to trace on the board projected configurations that would be difficult and time-consuming
to draw otherwise.
l\Jore recently available to teachers is some highly specialized equipment such as the micro-projector and the stereoprojector. )Iicro-projection is suited to the illustration of many
phenomena such as stresses and strains and physical properties
of materials. Due to present technical problems, stereo-projection
equipment is not extensively used.
Autoinstructional Aids

Teaching machines or teaching-learning machines are devices designed for programmed instruction or autoinstruction.
The literature is replete with the pros and cons on this medium.
Supporters claim that the machines provide the teacher with
additional time for activities beyond instruction in basics. They
concede that the disadvantag-es of machines lie in their initial
cost and the unavailability of programs in all areas of instruction. Teaching machines have been successfully u~ed for de\'eloping communication skil1s, teaching fundamental processes of
mathematics and theoretical concepts in science, spelling, psychology, statistics, busines' skills, reading skills-primarily they
are used to communicate information or \vays of doing thing-so
In fact, studies confirm that machines are advantageous for
many types of content. Schramm states, "The limits of the topics
which it is possible to study by means of programs are not yet
kno\vn." (17, p. 6).
Cross and Cypher state that a number of problems must be
olved before the fullest benefits can be derived from use of
automation in the process of education. They list the following:
c

1. Determinp the educational values and ~oals for which we wish to
employ our instructional time and human and material reSOUl"cel".
2. Determine what parts of the education process may be most effectively and efficiently accomplished by machines and what parts
may not properly be assigned to machine instruction.
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Discover ways and means by which we can quickly and accurately
measure an individual's learning needs and potential at any time
or stage of his development.
4. De\'elop ways and means of preparing teachers to use machines
properly and to seek for and discover new and better applications
of mechanics to the educational process.
5. Develop ways and means of preparing teachers to help students
make the best use of learning time and processes which are not
mechanized. (4. p. 284).

.'1.

Despite their current limitations, teaching machinei:i are
here to stay. Of course, they need continued refinement. But
they already have demonstrated that programmed methods can
contribute to education at all levels. In the near future, these
machines will be used in a greater number of school programs,
including industrial arts.
Television

Television has had a major effect on the formal and informal
education of the American public. l\Ian~' initially vie\ved television as a relatively inexpen:;ive device which would lov,'er the
cost of education by reducing the number of teachers required.
Practical experience in the URe of educational television, has, to
a large extent, refuted this notion. Television as a medium overlooks individual differences and potential, provides for no interaction between the stimulus and the viewer, fails to anticipate
or conect for di~tractions. and fall:; short of effectiveness at
some levels of instruction.
In spite of the above limitations, television certainly can
make a contribution if us d properly, ,\Vith the shortage of
teachers, increa~ing enrollment', lack of classroom space, and
the expansion of knowledge, teledsion in concert with other
techniques should allow for maximized learning. Television
makes practical a pooling of skills, with each teacher assuming
that aspect of the total teaching for which he is best suited by
ability, interest, and temperament.
Closed-circuit television \vould certainly be an effective
means of communication between some central source such as
the materials or resource center and the industrial arts classroom. For example, if a student wanted information about
aliphatic adhesives, he would telephone the resource center requesting information on the topic. A resource center technician

.,2
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\\'ould secure a nd project the appropriate information to the
laborator~' through a closed-circuit channel.
As it is with other instructional dedces. continued research
is necessary for the fu lle,;j development of television,
Models and Mock-Ups

},rodeb and mock-ups have a histor~' of extensive use in the
indu,'trial arts lal>oratory. :\Iodeb are three-dimensional representations of the real thing, They may l>e miniaturizations, full
scale or enlargements. The~' ma~' be cut-a\,;ay to show interior
configurations or features. or they may l>e constructed so that
the exterior must be remo\'ed to reveal the interior. :'IIock-ups
are devices illu.. .;trating certain elements of an entity. enabling
the learner to visualize the specifics, sequence, or interrelationships. l\Iock-ups also ma~' he cut-away,
The major disarl\'antages of models and mock-ups lie in the
time needed to construct these devices and the lack of storage
space in industrial arts laboratories. Besides, there is little
reason for using a model if the real object is appropriate for
classroom use. The model, by definition, is not authentic and,
therefore, in certain instances, ma,v even give an inadequate
conception of reality.
The primar~' arl\'antages of models and mock-ups relate to
third-dimensional realism. simplification, the reduction of abstraction, and the removal of irrelevants. Therefore, time, funds.
and storage notwithstanding, the potential of models and mockups as instructional devices in industrial arts is quite great.
Tape and Disc Recordings

Tape and disc recordings as instructional devices appeal
only to the audio sense.
The recording can l>e advantageously used to assi,.;t in the
presentation of factual or "equcntial information in a highl~'
refined and consistent manner. The recording serves as an efficient self-evaluating device for the de\'elopment of an audio
presentation. Errors of pronunciation, intonation. amplitude,
and enunciation can be heard during playback and subscquently
cOlTcctcd. Likewise. the organizat ion of content and the cantinuit~· of idea~ can be impro\"('d. Ollt' disadnllllage of the recording', \\hich i~ often o\·cl'looked. is the presence of Yisual cli.--trac-
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tions. One technique for reducing- visual distractions while
simultaneously increasing under:tanding invoh'es the use of a
complementary visual media.
Professional Organizations
Educational and industrial profes:;ional org-anizations are
good resource ag-encies, The industrial arts professional org-anizationR provide an excellent sprdce to the industrial arts teacher
and need no further elaboration.
Educational profe:'\sional publications of i"pecific intere.st to
the industrial arts teacher i nelude the J 01/ rllal uf I lid list ria I
Arts b'dwatiull (formerl." the II/dl/strial ..A rts Tcuch(I'), the
Americall l'ocatio/lal JOI//'lIal, the .101/1'1101 of l/1dustnal TC(((';/I'r
Educatioll, the .4.//(('/'ic(1I/ Cuul/cil Oil Il/(lu8tl';01 Arts Tear-hn'
Educatiol/ 1"rarhooks, and the well-known publications of private
enterpri.se, 1ndl/strial ,.lrts and l'ocatiu/lal f;dl/cotiull and School
ShojJ. The American Industrial Arts Association sends special
publications at nominal cost directly from the org-anization.
These publications offer the teacher a broad .spectrum of current and interesting- topic.:.
What needs to be emphasized, also, is that industrial professional organizations can help the d~'namic teacher. Personnel
from the.se org-anizations form a rich reservoir of resource
persons in intimate contact wIth contemporar:,; industry and
technology. Some org-anization.· extend to industrial arts teachers an open invitation to meetings and membership,
The literature prO\'idec1 by these professional organizations
is a means by which the indu. trial arts teacher can remain
current in his knowledg-e of new techniques and proces.'es of
industry.
A few of the publications available throll.gh snb:-:cription,
"pol1l'ored either by an association or private publish~r. are:
P/'odl/ct EIlf/;lIurillf/, ('Nalll;e MOl/thl!!, La/iida/'!I joui'lIal,
J1ode/'il Plastics, Wuod ('o/istmrf;'1I1 alld Hllildil/f/ .lIatNialist,
Fllrllitlli'(, Pmdllct;oll, All/( I';eall Build, I', Tool alld Jlrl/lldactll/'i,lfj Eligill('r'l', .lI( tall('II/'kill!!, l'isllal ("JlII/i/lllrieotiol/.'': 10st/'/lctor, .IulIl'lwl of Royi,/( (ri/IY (;mjJhin:, Jlachilll Odd Tool Bll/(!Juok, HW1/"(l/Ilics (liul PI/( II 1/111 ti('s, H'chliilf/ Dcsif/II (/iul Fahricatioll, //'1111 A.ffe, .')'P!'-' .!IJIII"I/fII, 1ndust/ial A.l'ts .Uetlwds, Gl"OlInd
SlIjJ!Jol't P;'j/lip/lIf'lIt, PO}Ju/(1I' ,1!(c!railics, and 1l1dusfi'ial R(-
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(See Appendix C.) It is readily apparent, even with
such a cursory coverage, that the industrial arts teacher has
a wide variety of resource materials available.
Industr~' believes in the value of education as evidenced by
its willingness to provide resource personnel as well as a multitude of educational materials. Industry is often critical, and
justifiably so, of the many industrial arts teachers who fail to
avail themselves of its services.
It is the industrial arts teacher who ought to take the initial
step in seeking professional services and collecting resource
materials. He should feel personally responsible. Once he has
made a request for help, he will discover to his advantage many
additional avenues for resource potential.

sea I'ch.

Resource Storage Facilities and Personnel

The industrial arts teacher who collects an abundance of
resource materials faces a storage problem. His problem becomes even larger when he uses contemporary approaches and
needs not only convenient storage but also quick retrieval.
Some teachers recommend the following \'lays to solve the
problems of storage. Instead of purchasing a number of costly
films. Lahti uses cartridge film - on specific concepts for individual or independent viewing. He also uses cartridge-loaded
portable projectors to show these films. Lahti suggests using
cartridge films for self-instruction:
. . . Through self-instruction a student will be more free to work on
individual projects for he will be able to get his skills, demonstration, or
field trip when he needs it. He will not need to wait until the class, the
film, the room, the instructor, and the equipment can be scheduled.
(14, pp. 37-39).

Instead of maintaining a vertical file, some teachers keep
in the industrial arts laboratory a unique kind of binder (18)
for filing printed materials on topics such as instructions on
use of equipment, processing information, pricing, safety regulations-topics \'lhich are fundamental to the day-by-day operation of a laboratory.
The teacher might solicit the help of a librarian on storing
resource materials 'which are not used daily. Indeed, he ought
to regard the library as a composite resource center-i.e., a
reference center, curriculum center, film center, teaching mate-
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rials center, and technical assistance center. The teacher also
should consult the librarian about techniques for handling audiovisual materials.
Computer systems could be installed to connect the industrial arts laboratory and library. {;nder this system, a student
could phone for some specific material which in turn would be
automatically retrieved and transmitted to an appropriate receiving facility in the laboratory.
There is no doubt about it! The alert industrial arts teacher
has access for the asking to a wealth of resources. He should
feel personally respomlible for evaluating these resources and
securing the appropriate ones.
Questions for Evaluation
1. What provisions have you made for a resource center

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

in the industrial arts laboratory? How may this center
be improved?
What provision has been made to organize booklets,
pamphlets, technical data sheets so that they are available to students?
To what extent do your students use resource materials
as supplementary material to a prescribed text?
What educational and industrial journals do you receive
and make available to students?
List the types of resources you use in your teaching.
How extensive are these resources in representing a
wide spectrum of American industry?
How do you evaluate resource materials in order to
determine their educational value?
To what extent do you:
a. utilize community resources when teaching?
b. invite industrial personnel to visit your classes as
speakers?
c. encourage students to visit local businesses and industries?
How frequently do you read:
a. industrial arts professional journals?
b. industrial or government publications related to industrial arts?
c. professional journals on education in general?
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Appendix A

Typical free periodicaJ:;; ,'ponsored by business and industry,
Ae/'lisjJau, Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc ..

1725 DeSales Street, X. 'V., \Vashington, D.C.
TJI/!'liI!f .1Iuqa.,inp, E. 1. du Pont de • Temours and Company,
Wilmington, Delaware 19898.
E il ginN ri II fj .f 11/1/ mll, General :\Iotors Technical Center, General
:\Iotors Corporation, Warren, :\Iichigan 18090.
Lam}), Stand~lrd Oil Company, :10 Rockefeller Plaza. New York,
i'Jew York 1002:3.
Lead, Lead Industries Associatioll, 292 :\Iadison Avenue, Xe\\'
York, New YOl'k 10020.
Stll'! l!ol'i,O/lN, Alleg-hen,\' Ludlum Steel Corporation, Pitbburgh,
Penn",\·h-ania.
Stu/wailS, American Iron and ~teel In;;titute, ISO East Fortysecond Street, Xe\\' York, ;\few York lorn 7.
TIC/iii i('a/ Educatio/i X ( II'S, ::\IcGl'a w- IIill Book Company, 2>10
West ..J-2nd St., :\'ew York. Xew York 10036.
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Tmining in Business ulld Industry, Gellert-Wolfman Publishing
Corporation. 3:3 West 60th Street, New York, ~ew York
10023.
Appendix B

Typical resources sponsored by business and industry which
are devoted to the development and understanding of industry
and technology.
DuPont Series, Automation and Employment, The Story of
Technology, Man and His Work, and others, E. 1. DuPont
de Nemoun; and Company, Wilmington, Delaware.
General Electric Address Series, "The Mutual Interests of Employees and l\lanagement," "Inflation and Productivity,"
and others, Relations Services Warehouse, Building ;#:2,
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York.
General l\1otors Series, Can I Be a Technician?, Can I Be a
Scientist or Engineer?, Call I Get the Job, and others. Educational Relations Section, Public Relations Staff, General
l\Iotors, Detroit, :\lichigan 48202.
Ideas for Industry, United States Gypsum, Chicago, Illinois. N.D.
Industrial Research and Development, National Association of
Manufacturers, New York, New York. 1960.
Kettering, Charles F., and Allen Orth, American Battle for
Abundance. General )'Iotors, Detroit, 1955.
Manufacturers Association Series, The Role of Competition,
Wages and Pdces, Capital and Economic Growth, Industry's Profits, and others, National Association of :\1anufacturers, Education Department, 2 East 48th Street, New
York 17, New York.
P"eserving the Individual in An Age of Automation, The Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut, 1963.
Small Business Administration Series, Small Business and
Government Research and Development, Improving Materials Handling and others, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
Speaking of Plastics Series, The Story of Vinyls, The Story of
Cellulosics, The Story of Polystyrene, The Story of Polyethylene, and others. Educational Division, Fry Plastics
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International, 8601 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 3,
California.
The Evolution of Alass Pl'Oduction. Forn ::'IIotor Company, Dearborn, Michigan, 1956.
You and the Computer, General Electric Company, Schenectady
5, New York, 1965.
Appendix C

Typical periodicals sponsored by associations or private
publishers. Available by subscription, but many are free to
schools,
American Buildet. Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company,
Bristol, Connecticut 06012. $3.00 per year submitted to
Subscription Department, Ametican Builder, Emmet Street,
Bristol, Conn. 06012.
Ceramic A/onthly. Ceramics :VIonthly, 4175 High Street, Columbus, Ohio 43214. One year $6.00.
Futnitllte Production. Production Publishing Company, 804
Church Street, ~ashville 3, Tennessee. $3.00 per year.
Graphic Arts J,Jonthly. Graphic Arts Publishing Company, 7373
North Lincoln Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646. $7.00 per
year, but free to schools and plants.
Ground Support Equipment. Compass Publications Incorporated,
617 Lynn Building, 1111 • Torth 19th Street, Arlington, Virginia. $4.00 per year published quarterly.
Hydraulics and Pneumatics. Industrial Publishing Company, 812
Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44115. $12.00 per year, submit
to Hydraulics and Pneumatics, P. O. Box 5369-U, Cleveland,
Ohio 44115.
Industl'1'al Arts Methods. Syndicate ::'Ilagazine, 25 West 45th
Street, • ew York, New York 10036. (Controlled Circulation) , Official magazine of the Technical Illustrators Management Association.
It1dustrial Photo.qraphy. United Business Publications, Incorporated, 200 Madison A,-enue, New York, New York 10016.
$6.00 per year.
Inland Print('/'. American Lithographer. MacLean-Hunter Publishing Corporation, 300 West Adams Street, Chicago, illinois 60606. $5.00 per year.
T
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JOlIl'l/a! ot' Eilgi/lf'( l'iliU C;f'(IjJhics. Division of Engineering
Graphic~. American Society for Engineering Education.
$2.00 annual for :1 i~:;ue~ ~ubmitted to \Villiam B. Rogers,
Department of E.S. and G.S .. U.S.:"I.A .• West Point, New
York.
Lapidary J'!/I!'iwl. Lapidary Journal, Incorporated, 356·1 Kittner
Roule\'anl, San Diego, California. $5.25 for 12 issues.
JIachillt alld Tool mill houk. Hitchcock Publishing Company,
Wheaton. I11inois. $7.50 per :,:ear.
JI( tal/l'ot'!.il/U. ::Uetalworking Publishing C'ompan:,-', Incorporated. 221 ColumJJus Avenue. Boston 16, l\1assachu::>ett '. $6.00
per :,·ear.
JIod,,.,/ f'lo.stic,~. McGraw-Hill, Incorporated, 330 \Vest 42nd
Street. New York.• 'ew York 10006. $10.00 per year, 12
issues.
PopuloI' Jhchallic.~. Hearst Corporation, 57th Street at 8th
Awnue. New York, ~ew York 10019. $·1.00 per year. submit
to Popular :"Iechanics, Box 646. ~cw York. New York 10019.
Populal' Sciel/['(. Popular Science Publishing Company, 053
Fourth Avenue, Xew York 10, Xcw York. $3.40 per year
submitted to Subscription Department.
Product }.'nuiw:( ril/U. ::\IcGraw-lIill Publishing Company, 330
'Vest 42nd Street, New York 06, Xew York. $3.00 per year,
published weekly.
RCj)l'oduction JIdhods. Gel1el't-Wolfman Publishing Corporation.
33 'V. 60th St., "'ew York. ),T.Y. 10023. $1.00 per year but
sometimes free.
SFC Journal. Soclety of Plastics Engineers, Incorporated, 65
Prospect Street. Stamford, Connecticut 06902. $5.00 per
year, issued monthly.
Fisua! Comlllullication.~ III.~tl'lIct()l'. Syndicate :\Iagazine, Inc.,
25 W. 45th St., New York, ~.Y. 100;-W. Free to schools.
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ll'ood CO/lstl'uctio/l tllU! BuildillfJ JIatuialist. Wood Construction Publishing Company. 28-:30 Kinsey Road, Xenia, Ohio
,15;-385. $2.00 per year.

CHAPTER FOUR

Contemporary
Industrial Arts Facilities
If a modern industrialist werc to tour some i ndl1strial arts
laboratories, he might find it difficult to relatc the equipment
in those lalJoratorie:; with the facilities in modern indnstrial
plant:;. For example, he could reasonably expect to ,'cc equipment that is modern and in constant use. Yet he actually mig-ht
obRel'\'e the contrar~·. He might find in sen'ral laboratories outmoded :moking forg-es with "g-reen" coal and lukewarm irons
in the fire and wondrr ahout the absence of up-to-date heat
treating furnaces. It is probable that in another laboratol'~' he
would ;'ee ten ~>a\\'dust-co\'cred bo~'~ lined up like puppets before
ten lathe:. simultaneoush' turning wooden leg~ 01' lamp posts.
;\Teanwhile two-thirds of the l'pmaining- co.,tly equipment (such
as saw:, drill pre~ses. and :anding machine:» \\ ol1ld bc standing
idle. He also might meet an auton1l'chanics teacher who would
point out proudly to him fOl1l'tcen different inoperative eng-ines.
which the students each term tear dow/l al1d n'a~semhl(' as they
would a puzzle, hopeful that all the pieces would fit togetlwr
without their coming- I1p short 01' haying some pieces left 0\ cr.
Hi.' g-eneral assessment of school radlit ies could \'el'~' well lYe
that man~' industrial art: laborat()rie~ do not reflect. e\'el1 n'motely, the industrial plants in the 1960's,

These industrial arts lalJoralories must l)e moder/liz('d to
the final third of the !\\PI11ieth C(,l1tlll',\, Spl'cific kinds
of equipment must be installed for programs that refh'c1 hold.
contemporary indu"trial art:-; approaches, ne\\ aLti\ itil':', and
many resources.
typif~'
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Tu modernize the phy~ical facilitie.' of his laboratory and to
expo>oe his ;;tudents to contemporary industrial technology, the
re~ourceful teacher might do one of two thing:. He might, on
one hand, concentrate hi.· efl'ort on upgrading the equipment
within his o\\'n laboratories. On the other hand, he might take
hi;; ;;tudents to community facilities for some of the program's
instructional acti\"itie:. The dynamic teacher of the twentieth
century would do lJOth.
John Feirer, re\'iewing the problem of facilities for contemporary proJ,!ram. in the :\rarch, 1~66 i.~. ue of Ind/!, tdal
A.rt.' and i-ucatiol/al Ed/!cati'III, point.' out that the curriculum
which implements new program,' designed around technology,
elements of indu:tl'Y, and I'e"earch de\'elopment, i' only one side
of an equilateral triangle, (-1, p. :39). The other two, equally
important sides are qualified teachers and suitable facilities,
Some of the questions that Feirer raises with regard to facilities
are:
1. Wha kinds of "hops and laboratorie::; are needed?
,~
I::; it possible to carry out these new curriculum program. in existing
facili ies?
3. What addi ional equipment is needed?
4. What new equipm"l1 not commerCially available will be needed?

School Facilities

The most important aspect of :chool facilities for indu'trial
arts should be flexihility-flexibility both in the rooms and in
the equipment. :\richael Russo in writing about area \'ocational
school: makes the following significant generalization, which
i;; equally applicable to industrial arts laboratorie:: "The word
in contemporary \'ocatiunal :::chooling is 'modular.' The wellplanned . chool L one that can change with the times, one in
which a room or facility can be added or eliminated without
uphea.\'al." (11, p. 1 ).
Ander:on, in de:cribing changes in 'chool buildings, recommends :e\'eral kind- of flexibility:
Firs, the model n school building should be ver~atile-that is, it should
lend itself to a "aridy of uses, both immediately and o\·er the long run.
Second, it should be capable of on-the-spot internal rearrangement (some
architec . u~e the metaphor "malleable" to describe this quality) with
minimum effort . . . . Third, it should be capable of economical modernization when educational requirement.' change. "Convertibility" is the term
genel ally used for this kind of flexibility. 0, p. 140).
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During the second half of the twentieth century, i'ld/lstrial
plant facilities have improved at an accelerated rate. Thi,:; rate
of change shoulcl obligate teacher,' and administrator~ of industrial arts to upgrade their o\vn l)hysical facilities in order to
represent continually the technological a,.;pect of modern cult ure
in the total i'ochool fietting. Of course, teacher,.; should recognize
the impossibility of duplicating in the :chool much of the highly
sophisticated equipment used b~' industn'. Still the teacher of
industrial arts, in the ,'election of hi,.; machinery and in its
arrangement, should follow as much as possible the practices
of industry.
I
I -:r
{
~ ~.t
.,,/
::Uany processes, which have been common to indu,.;try O\'er
a period of years, have been used by only a few industrial arts
students, even in this decade. Consider, for example. the electrical discharge method of cutting metals-a lJrocess which has
reduced hours of toil in the making of dies amI doing other metal
cutting. Consistent with the fantastic advances in the metalworking field, the electrical di;,.charge machine (E D:\I) has become a conventional machine 'hop tool. With this equipment.
which is in the same price range as a good milling machine,
the operator can do an almost impossible metalworking task;
he can machine hal'fiened steels, tungsten carbide and all sorts
of exotic metals just as easil,\' as if he were machining mild
steel.

.16'

Another process used by few students i~ the extrusion process found in both metal and synthetic indufitries. For the extrusion of synthetics, machinery is H\'ailable in the same general
price range a' the electrical discharge machine de,'crilJed above.
This machinery extrudefi countless formfi and coats wire with
plastic materials having in,'ulating and decorating qualities.
Even less expensive is simpler equipment for the extrusion of
ceramic materials.
In the woods indllstr~, wood welding is a l'elath'ely new
process for drying adhe:oive joint,:; b~' a high-frequenc~' alternating current. This capacitive heating process reduces clamping
time to an almost negligible amount. Although this process
typifies a modern industrial practice and the neces:ary equipment for wood welding is cheaper than two wood lathes, this
process seldom is used in the school shop.
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On a permanent rental uasis. electrostatic spray equipment
would cost no more than one wood turning- lathe. Two distinct
advantages of this electrostatic spra~' equipment are:
1. A reduced messiness in finishing rooms.
2. A reduced cost of finishing materials by eliminating
o\'er-spray.
These few illustration" sene to point out the equipment
that is commonly found in industry but seldom found in industrial arts :hops. Despite the rapid changes in industry in the
last thirty years, the industrial arts facilities in the schools of
America have not kept up with these changes. In some school
shop:, the average age of the equipment L: well beyond what
may be regarded as functional or safe in terms of modern industrial planning. :\Ioreoyer, vestiges of the Sloyd and Russian
"'ystems still exist. In fact, if a depreciation system similar to
that used in indu"'try were applied to most industrial arts laboraton: equipment, the present dollar value of the equipment
would be negligible or non-existent.
Depreciation of Facilities

Although it i:-< cUlTentl~' an uncommon practice in the administration of industrial art.s laboratories, the use of depreciation techniques for a systematic retirement and replacement of
in:structional equipment is stl'Ongl~' recommended. Such a
retirement and replacement ~ystem \\'ould make the teacher
acutely a \\are or the appropriatenes:s and the monetary worth
I)f hi,; laIJOrator~' faciJitie,;. It would force him to entluate continuou:-;].\' his instructional machinery and in,;truments. It would
al..;o pro\-ide a graphic display of factual information which
\\'ould :-<upport his requests for new equipment. (See Fig. 2
and Fig'. :3.)
In e...;tabli...;hing depreciat ion rates ror school equipment, the
teacher should consider three principal factors: initial cost,
estimated life, and scnq! nilue. He might u...;e se\'eral methods
to determine the rate of depreciation: percentage-on-originalcost, percelltage-on-dimilli:-<hillg-\alue. ~'ears-digib. and units-ofproduction. (fl, pp. 107-" and 1:2. pp. 15:1-5).
The fir . d t h rc'e methods an' mo:-;t appropriate for establishilll! dC'preciation cun"e."; for industrial arts equipment. (Sec
Tallie 1.)
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TABLE 1
··ARIOUS ).1
.' ETHODS OF

,
ILLUSTRATIONS
OF

Pc rcC 11 tuge-o u
Origillul-Cos!

Ypar

Original ('o~t
End of first year
End of second year
End of third year
End of fourth year
End of fifth year
End of sixth year
End of se\'enth year
End of eighth yt!ar
End of ninth y<,ar
E::nd of tenth year
Total depr<'ciation

Dol/a r
T'"I"e
3000.00
2760.00
2520.00
22bO.OO

Depn'{'iatiOIl
(10',

,.,,!e)

D EPRECIATING EQUIPMEN T

p" 1'''' Ill" ge·,,,,
Di",i,"·.•hillg-

T'" 1>1"

Year.•-Digit,

DqJ>'ecittfiOIl

Dol/ar

(Jj!"

T' a!>fe

m!" )

Rate

Dollar

:3000.00

ValHe

Dep!'eciatirw

3000.00

2·10.00

2.'i50.00

~50.00

10/55

2563.6 I

~:3fi.36

2~0,O(l

:!161'.00

382.00

9/55

2170.91

3!.l2.73

210.00

1HI~.00

325.00

/55

1 21.82

319.0fl

20~0.00

240.00

1 .;(j7 .00

276.00

7/55

1516.37

305,45

1800.00

210.00
2.tO.OO

1:1:,2.00

2:3.1.00

6/55

1254.55

261.82

151JO.00

11:32,00

200.00

1036.37

218.1

1:320.00

:!40.00

~H)2,OO

170.00

1080.00

240.00

~lKOO

1.J4.00

840.00
1,00.00

240.00

1,%,00

1:!3.00

240.00

591.00

101.00

5/55
1/55
3/55
U55
1/55

2400.00

240fl.OO

61.82

17~ ..15

730.111
643,64

130.!.l1

600,00

87.27
~:3.64

2400.00

The jJCi'ccntafjl'-oll-OI'igilial-cost method is the simplest and
the most applicable. In this method, the difference between the acquisition cost and the scrap value is divided by the
estimated useful life of the equipment in years. The result represents the amount of annual depreciation and produces a straight
line graph. Howeyer. it should be emphasized that this method
will not always give a true value of the equipment at any specific
year becau:-e on most equipment the greatest depreciation occurs during its first year. For this reason, the jJel'cclltage-olldiminisllill{j-l'alu( (also called (h dilliilg-balance or dO/lblc-dcclillin{j-balollCf') method i,' frequently substituted, using the
following formula:
If V - the original value
y' - the residual or scrap value
x
the percentage of depreciation
n
the number of years
probabl~'

Then x

1-

nrv:
-VV-

E.l'alllple: If "3000 is the original cost and $600 is the scrap
value at the end of 10 years, then
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x = 1

l(~/3600000 -

1-

1~/0.2 -
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1 - 0.85 - 0.15"

In using the above formula, the teacher must determine the
approximate scrap value of each piece of equipment and the
estimated number of years it will be used. He should note also
that a piece of equipment \vill never depreciate to zero value.
(See Table 1.)
The years-digits method yields a final value outcome quite
similar to the percentage-on-original-cost and percentage-ondiminishing-value methods. With the same data on equipment
used in the two previous examples, the total depreciation in ten
years shows a variance of only nine clollan; among the three
methods. (See Table 1.) The procedure for using the ycars-digits
method is:
1. Determine the useful life of equipment in years (for
example, 10).
2. Summate the years from] to 10 as follows:
1 j 2 + 3 + 4 ~ 5 + 6 + 7 ~ 8 ~ 9 + 10 - 55
3. Divide the difference behveen the original and scrap
values b~' 55. (2400 --7- 55 - $43.636)
4. Compute the first year of depreciation by multiplying
$43.636 by ten.
5. Determine each succeeding year's depreciation by multiplying $43.636 by 9, 8, 7. 6, 5, 4, a, 2, 1 respectively.
(See Table 1 for annual values.)
What factors should affect a teacher's selection of a method
for evaluating the depreciation of a given piece of equipment?
First, the teacher should consider the construction and intended
use of the equipment. Portable electric equipment which frequently is liftecl and set down would get wear and abuse not
given to a heavier, stationary piece of equipment such as a
large printing press.
.. The 10th !"(JOt of a number is m(Jst C'a~il,..· computed b)' divic..lins.:- the IU~ilrithm of tht:'
numbpT by IH, In thi:-:. (>xample. log or ,~
1.301[13. To divide thi~ by 10, move the
.'hnrflderistk Ilehind the manlh·;~a ~Pld ad_I enullj.dl tu make the charaeteori:.-.tk divbib)p by in:
.31110.3

-9
I !uth of

From
I,
x

lo~

==

taule~

\I.~(Jl'l:l

111

\I ..1il1(l.1

-1

-9
-lil

ueri,.:-e ,r:51346 for rnanti~sa of .!laIJl03 _ Since the ch,H~lcteri:'"ltic j!:; mirtu!:;
1 - _~51346
.14 .... 654, or a 15f~ deprcC'iation on the dcC"lining balan('~ each :rcar.
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The teacher should com;icler as a ~econd important factor
the rapid changes in design among some categories of equipment. One example of rapid change would be the rate of improvement in electronic test equipment. Illustrative of this point
is the relatively recent advent of the oscilloscope as an integral
part of automotive engine analyzers.
Third, the teacher should calculate the amount of use a
specific piece of equipment may receive. He might not be able
to compute this use accurately, but he should arrive at some
quantitative estimate. He should consider not only the relative
amount of time the machine will be used, but also the number
of different students using the machine.
Consequently, the percentage-on-diminishing-value or yearsdigits methods would be appropriate for determining the value
of equipment which is:
1. portable
2. quickly out-dated
3. used extensively by many students
The age and ability level of students using the equipment
also should be considered by the teacher when he is selecting a
method to determine depreciation. He may quite logically generalize that the somewhat uncoordinated younger students
rather than older students would cause a machine to depreciate
more in its first year of operation. Hence either the pCl"ccnto,Cfcon-diminishing-vallie or !lears-digits methods would be more appropriate for estimating the depreciated value of equipment
used by younger students, all other factors being equal.
How should the industrial arts teacher tstimate the number
of years of usefulness of his equipment? He might apply only
the foregoing considerations in making a value judgement. Yet
he might feel more secure in making final decisions after first
sharing his estimates with other experienced teachers and industrial personnel.
It must be understood that depreciation is an accounting
practice of industry to "use up" the investments in equipment
as expenses and assign them to the various years that the
equipment is used. The selection of one of the various methods
depends upon the "lifetime" factors mentioned, as well as replacement policie. and tax considerations.
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In the school situation, there is t:-'pically no reason to introduce the complications of depreciation into the accounting system of the total institution. However, the concept of diminishing
l'ulue does apply, and the regular calculation of present value
in a systematic manner is an extremely useful tool when the
teacher must justify the funds needed for adding and replacing
instructional equipment.
The teacher and administrator must realize that in activities
consistent \vith contemporary approaches to industrial arts
education, the equipment will n'ea/' out alld becolne obsolete
and therefore ought to be retired on a sljstematic basis comparable to the practice used by industry,
What alight to be, of course, is ideal; lchat is is reality ~
Many teachers are confronted with the problem of not being
able to replace the obsolete equipment immediately, Even in this
situation, the teacher could make some improvements without
delay which would lip-date his program-even with the use of
obsolescent equipment while planning and directing his systematic long-range modernization program. He could rearrange laboratory facilities into patterns of production and assembly
lines similar to those found in industry. He also could industrialize his shop by placing simple, gravity conveyor systems bebveen
production stations.
When preparing his o\\'n long-range modernization plan,
the teacher should acknowledge one fact-namely, that basic
principles of modern industrial production or industria! research
can be represented or illu,trated without an excessive investment in equipment. James Rockwell even emphasizes the fact
that for teaching basic principles of industrial production,
simple equipment is more effective than highly refined, sophisticated equipment. (9, p. 35).
Types of Laboratories

The total industrial arts facility, in which modern approaches are possible, mu:'t provide for a variety of simultaneous
activities, This may be accomplished in either of two plant
layouts: the comprehen.'\ive general shop and the limited general
shop.
The COlnji1'fhcllsii'e general sho}! has a wide variety of equipment in a single room-an arrangement that enables studellts
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to have experience in shaping, forming, testing, and experimenting with many different materials. This type of facility seems
most appropriate in school.' with one or two rooms devoted to
industrial arts.
In many modern ,,;chools with a larger student population,
a plant layout of several limited gel/eml sho}is is justifiable. A
limited general shop is a specialization area with specialized
equipment for working with the material and the processes
unique for that area. 1\1oreo\'er, this layout solicits a policy of
open doors between the limited general shops for full utilization
of all of the equipment.
This plant layout also requires more specialized teachers
for each area, with the "open-door policy" actually making team
teaching possible. The open-door policy fosters the concept of
"our" students, rather than "my" students. Modern glasspaneled door swinging on well-lubricated hinges bebveen the
shops would encourage student to seek the advice of specialists
in particular areas and would give students an opportunity to
use a variety of machines in solving some of their technical problems. The students, thereby, abo may use the most appropriate
machines for a particular job. The resulting diffusion of ideas
under such a policy would enhance the learning experiences and
stimulate new intere. ts. In this type of operation, the teachers
\vould also scan broader technical horizons and \vould become
less parochial in their own thinking.
The idea of students moving from shop to shop, as problems
with which they are working demand, should also reach beyond
the confines of the industrial arts section of the school. In order
to avoid costly duplication, some of the equipment found in other
departments should be used. Reciprocally, industrial arts equipment should be used by students in other departments. The
"open-door" concept, in other words, should extend beyond the
boundaries of any department.
Two illustrations might help explain this "open-door" concept
more specifically. Assume that a group of industrial arts students has selected as a problem the design and construction of
a chair out of laminated wood. To enhance not only the comfort
of that chair but also its beauty, suppose the students want to
make an upholstered cushion. Logically, they ought to consult
a specialist in the field of home economics about the fabric,
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color, and details of construction of the cushion. They should
work on the job in the home economics laboratory, learning about
cushion construction from the home economics students under
the direction of the imaginative team of home economics and industrial arts teachers. Finally, the students ought to stitch the
cushion on the heavy-duty sewing equipment appropriately located in the home economics laboratory \vhere it is used regularly.
Another example of teacher cooperation would be the use
of ovens in the home economics laboratory for heating synthetic
materials preparatory to forming and shaping. Some industrial
arts teachers might be inclined to take issue with this suggestion
since the oven would not be a typical piece of industrial equipment. However, the pl'ocess \vould be typical of the synthetics
industry, and the teacher would be using what is available rather
than lamenting the lack of industrial equipment. In fact, his
encouraging the imaginative use of available equipment would
foster student resourcefulness, a topic which is discussed at
greater length in Chapter Six.
Science is fundamental to industrial production today. For
this reason, school facilities typically found in the science department should be purposely used by industrial arts students.
Smith and Rapp, in an article dealing with the testing of material, recommend a metallurgical monocular microscope because
"it provides insight into the structural nature of certain materials." (13, p. 33). These authors point out that microscopes
usually are available in science laboratories. Microscopic examination for cracks in functional parts of engines in industrial
arts laboratories is a common industrial practice and one which
may be learned through sharing science facilities.
Student-Constructed Facilities
A dynamic teacher should have a planned, long-range purchasing program for up-dating his industrial arts shop. He
might also have some immediate need for special equipment
described in professional journals such as lnd~/.Stl'{al Arts and
rocaUonal EducaUon and School Shop. If he is even somewhat
enterprising, he might encourage his students to help him design
and make some of this special equipment. This activity would
profit both the students and the industrial arts laborator.y:
1. The students would have extensive learning experiences
in problem solving. In doing research and planning for
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the design and construction of these facilitie~, they would
learn about construction detail::; of industrial equipment.
This would be true especially when they 'would attempt
to transmIt power through the machine and a::; the~'
would find ways of makiJ~g periodic adjustments.
2. A piece of specially designed equipment often would do
a better job than an industrially produced piece of equipment adapted to that job.
3. The expense would be minimal as compared with the
cost of industrially produced equipment.
An illustration of student-constructed equipment is a simple
analog' or digital COrnlJUler which can be u:ed as a teaching
machine. (14, p. :n). This equipment may abo find application
in science and mathematics classes.
A good conslruction prolJlem I'M a group of students would
be a TV camera. This camera has the added advantage of enhancing subsequent student and teacher demonstrations. In a
special way, some of the following problems inherent in this
construction project \\ould stimulate the academically able students: development of electrical circuits \vithin the camera,
construction of an adjustable and portable rack for the camera,
and presentation of demonstrations \",ith the camera.
Some teachers may take issue with the practice of having
industrial arts classes construct equipment for other depurtmenu; in tne school, but when such activities are carefully
planned by the students under the direction of the teacher, significant educational experiences mar result. Typical of this
type of educational activity was Nickolich" project-the construction by mass production of hurdles for the ph~'sical education department. (7, pp. 42-"1~). This industrial arts teacher
stated that by constructing this equipment. "Students had a
better understanding of mass production . . . and learned to
work together toward a common gooa!."
The Itmpry ~hGp
No treatise on the physical faciiit.ies for teaching- industrial
arts written in this decade should ignore the concept of the
"empty shop" as a unique and \·er~· effective setting- in which
to employ the contemporary approaches emphasized throughout
this yearbook. (1, p. l:-~9). At the outset, such an urrung-ement
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sounds w<ll'teful bec<lu~e of the connotation of the word "empty,"
but in t.ruth this setting ma~' be more functional than the
permanently equipped lahorator~·. Imagine one ~hop area out of
five or six in a modern, comprehensi\'e ~chool-an area that
would be vacant., except for a few t.ables and chair~ at \\'hich
the "tudents may sit. Around the empty room al"e numerous
electrical 110wer outlet:; aBd an extensive exhaust I'ystem to
which roll-in equipment could he easily connected.
In this I'etting, the dynamic teacher could demonstrate the
problem of developing a modern industrial plant for an efficient
production of a product or products of common usefulne"s and
interest to the swdent:<,. Such an al'1'angement is in direct contrast to the usual industrial art" program where the activities
are determined by the e(Illipment which is ah'ead~' installed. In
this new approach, the activity would det.ermine what equipment would oe necessary. :\Iuch of the' movable equipment could
be stored in an area adjacent to the empty room. Additional
equipment \\'ould be borrowed from other laboratories and cool1Crating industries. l\Ioreover, supplemental equipment could
be improvised by t.he st.udent:-; for their production and as~embly
line~ as ';vel] as their quality-control stations.
Rut the skeptic would ::;ay, "\"hat provi~ion has been made
for meeting several classes at variou~ periods throughout a
given dayT'
In respon~e, attention is directed to the fact that man~' industrial plants produce goods 011 a three-shift ba~is, a practice
which .'hould be purposely incorporated into such an aetidty.
Periods one, two and three in the morning could represent the
three shifts producing either the ;.;ame or different products on
equipment that is appropriatel~' arranged. Afternoon clas~e"
could repre~ent shift::; of their own or consider them~eh'e~ in
competition with the "morning company."
Periodically throughout the year, this shop would be vacated
as changeovers are made for a complete new line or product.
In the process of this changeover, the progressive teacher would
enc1ea\'or to create production problem~ which would rel!llire
as mallY ne\\" types of machines and inspection instrument,; as
pO'i:ible.
It should be empha:ized that in a metropolitan ~~·"tem wherc
there are several schools, a central pool of equipment would
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enrich this type of instruction by making available a greater
variety of equipment to a hroader range of students who are
confronting technical production problems.
An essential part of this new approach to equipment utilization would be transporting students to modern industrial plants
where they could make comparisons between their equipment
and that used in industry and where they could view with a
greater appreciation the arrangement and function of industrial
equipment. In this sem~e, students are "using" machinery provided by corporate industry.
All the ingenuity and resourcefulness at his command are
needed by the industrial arts teacher who is trying to up-date
his program and his laboratory facilities. Consequently, if the
teacher is to meet this challenge. he mu. t:
1. Study the latest developments in industrial machines
and equipment by reviewing professional and industrial
journals regularly. (Chapter Three identifies the resources a teacher could u:,;e for this kind of information.)
2. Share school equipment on a cooperative basis with other
teachers, both \\'ithin and out~ide the department.
3. Replace systematically all of the outmoded laboratory
facilities, basing his decisions on realistic depreciation
formulas which he has developed.
4. Explore all possibilities of "using" local industrial
facilities.
One of the more serious thought. of James Thurber. authorhumori. t, gives solace to the teacher who is concerned about
the contemporary aspect of industrial arts facilities. Thurber
wrote, "Don't look back in anger or look ahead with fear but
look around with a\vareness." The industrial arts teacher mu't
cultivate a constant awarenes~ of how industrial arts facilities
should reflect modern industry.
Questions for Evaluation

1. To what extent do the facilities in your industrial arts
cIas rooms or laboratories reflect industrial technology
of the 1960's?
2. \Vhat action might you, as an industrial arts teacher,
take to up-date the facilities in your program?
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3. Identify research and development actidties for which
your. tudents could construct equipment or facilities.
4. How maya teacher seek assistance from industrial personnel in replacing industrial arts equipment?
5. Replacement of equipment by industry is determined by
depreciation curves based on time and use.
a. How do you and your superintendent or supervisor
determine the fair value of industrial arts equipment?
b. To what extent is your equipment obsolete in terms
of its present market value?
c. What long-range plans have you submitted to your
administrator for the purchase of new equipment?
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CHAPTER FIVE

Contemporary Industrial Arts
and Teacher Effectiveness
The search for a definitive set of criteria that would differentiate the effective teacher from the ineffecti'·e ha~ been, and
probably will continue to be, one of the more important area.,; of
educational research. Generally, the method~ mo:t commonly
employed in teacher evaluation todav evolved from practices
common many years ago and usually follO\ved movements in
industr:v 01' psychological research.
To date, the most commonly used techniques for evaluating
teacher~ have been merit rating", measures of student change,
and tests of abilities thought to be necessary for success in the
teaching profession. To some extent, each of these technique~
has met with a partial degree of ~ucce"s. U:ually, however, the
results of these evaluation' are little better than the ~ubjective
evaluations of various :'egment:· of society. If these techniques
are employed, caution must be used in ~eparating the relevant
from the irrelevant when appraising the results.
In this chapter, an attempt is made to discuss the ~trengths
and weaknesses of these evaluative techniques and to speculate
on a some\\'hat different approach to the problem of evaluation.
Since the essence of effective teaching seems to lie within the
individual rather than in the subject taught, evaluation in a
general sense is discllssed first, before teacher evaluation in the
area of industrial education is explored.
Merit RatinCJs

The merit ratings commonly associated with teacher evaluation, for the most part, have utilized the rating scale as a device
77
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for measurement. "L'sually these scale: have been broadly categorized into two types. The fir;'t of these is a [jel/eml, all-inclusive type of rating that attempts to evaluate all aspects of teacher success. The second is a .';jlecialiud type of rating that deals
with specific traits, beha\'ioral patterns and qualities that seem
to reflect characteristic.' of a • ucce:'sful teacher. The first of
these types is often criticized because it results in a rating that
reflects a subjecti\'e, personal e\'aluation which fails to give any
consideration to weighing the traits under observation. The
second type of rating also is open to critici. m because of the
haphazard methods used in the :election and weighing of factors
used in the evaluation.
Inherent in the use of rating :cales are other problems that
tend to invalidate the results. One such problem deals with the
semantics in scale construction. All too often the use of poorly
defined terms and ambiguous words or phrases reduces the
objectivity of the scales. This weakness can be partially offset.
howe\·er. by detailed definitions of all unusual words or by personal conferences with the raters.
A second definite drawback to the use of rating scal~s is the
tendency for the rater to Q\'en-ate the person being evaluated.
This is the often-discussed "halo effect." A follow-up study by
Goetsch is an excellent example of this phenomenon. (5, p. 422).
In this study, 237 graduate of the Iowa State Teachers College
were rated on twenh- characteristics related to teaching. The
results of this study show thirty percent of the teachers ranking
superior, fifty-two percent ranking above average, fifteen percent ranking a\-erage. and three percent ranking below average.
It would seem that regardless of how well Iowa State is capable
of preparing its teacher. , the higher end of the continuum defin·
itel~' is overloaded in this study. Some evidence also points out
that the tendency to o\'errate is proportional to the length of
time that the rater has known the ratee. This was sho\\'n in a
study of teaching success done by Knight. (9, p. 55).
Since there is little common understanding regarding the
definition of effectiYenes: or ineffectiveness in the field of education, rating scales when used as evaluative devices tend to
have notoriou:b' low reliabilitie.'. Educators differ greatly in
their opinions and biases regarding which traits or characteristics are important. It i: not uncommon to find one supervisor or
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principal who vv'ill rate a trait highly desirable for teacher competence while another \vill rate the ~ame characteristic low.
The reliability of rating :'\cales also may be lowered by the change
that takes place in the teachers themselves. In some instances,
the ineffective teacher of one year may become an effective
teacher the next.
Measures of Student Change
If it could be measured accurately and objectively, ~tudent
change probably would be considered by many educators a' the
most valid criterion of teacher effectiveness. It mu:'\t be remembered, however, that validity by its very nature implies at least
a moderate degree of reliability, ancl the reliability of student
change, when used as a criterion for measuring teacher effectiveness, has been found to be consistently low. In many important areas of growth, it is virtually impo'sible to measure student change. In addition to this problem, it is difficult to determine \vhich teacher brought about the desired change, since in
today's comprehen::;ive school a gh'en child may be influenced
by several teachers each day.
As a criterion for teacher effectiveness, student change also
is hampered by the delineation of which changes are desirable
and which are unrle~;irabl . Some would consider a change from
liberal attitude::; to a conservative point of view desirable; others
\vould consider a change of this nature undesirable. Similarly,
changes in involvement in extra-cLlrricular activities might be
vie\ved as desirable by the teacher. while parents could deem
these changei:i undesirable.
Perhaps the most effective measure of :'\tudent change is a
gain in the mastery of subject matter. Usually this i::; assessed
by the pre- and post-test scores on some sort of' standardized
achievement tests. At one time, several states based promotion
on \vhether or not students passed these tests. Teachers were
then rated by the percentage of failures in their class. Although
not prevalent in contemporary education, techniques quite similar to this kind of teacher evaluation still exist in many school
systems.
Realizing that factors other than intelligence pIa)' a significant part in the amount of subject matter gain that a I'\tudent
may undergo in a given amount of time, modern educators have
assessed this gain through a statistical analysis. Regression and
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similar statistics normally are used in this process. But the
results are invalidated by the influence of pal'ents, television,
motivation, peer groups, and man:v other factors which are not
measurable.
The use of subject matter gain as a criterion for teacher
effectiveness also tends to force teachers to teach to\vard the
matel'ial covered in the instrument uiled for meailurement. This
is true e.·peciall~· if the teacher knows beforehand that his teaching will be e\"aluated on the basis of how well his students do on
the evaluative instrument. There is also a certain amount of eg-o
involvement on the part of the teacher for his students to do
well. A case in point, which is admit ted by many secondary
teachers, is the slanting of instruction toward the material
covered on college entrance examinations.
Ability Tests

While perhaps the fact is redundant, it is nevertheless trne
that any attempt to assess the effectiveness of teachers must
originate from 11 clearly defined .'tatement that describes the
successful teacher. lIl\'estigations have shown with discouraging
frequency that this is quite difficult if not impossible.
T\\'o verr important reaS(\lls why effective and ineffective teachers
cannut ue described with anr assurancl' arc the 'wide variations in thE' value
concepts. underlying' desniptiolls of (ksi"aLlp teachir,j{ olljee! ivps and the
diff,'rell("es in tpa"her ]'oles at di ffpn'nt educational levels, in di fferent
su!>j,'ds and with different pupils. (11, p. iU8).

Furthermore, teacher examinations wmally measure urofe.s,donal and subject matter info)'matiotl, mental capacities, cultural status, and profe...;sional interests. \Vhile these criteria may be
important in e\'aluating a teacher's effectivene.ss, their measurement. relative to the differential weights each should carry, i..
still largely subjective and controvertible.
Finally, an~' kind of ability test must of necessity measure
factors that "have been" rather than those that "will be." They
work with the past rather than the future. This kind of assessment also tends to categorize and place teachers into certain
molds which, to a certain extent, may inhibit creative efforts
on the teacher's part. It is also conceivable that the teachers
who themselves have ueen forced into molds, in turn, may try
to force their students to conform to a particular pattern,
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While the problems of research dealing with teacher evaluation can be appreciated, it still remains difficult to condone
the use of invalid and unreliable instruments in practical situations. It is also difficult to imagine the administration of a comprehensive program of teacher evaluation, even if the instruments were infallible. Evaluation would require time, qualified
personnel, teacher acceptance of the program, and a reasonable
assurance of objectivity. It is also debatable whether or not such
a program could result in favorable changes. Tenure laws would
tend to prohibit the dismissal of any teacher whose experience
and education are sufficient to allow tenure to be granted.
Likewise, unfavorable ratings would generate dissatisfaction
and low morale among those teachers not qualifying for merit
pay increments based on favorable ratings.
The program of teacher evaluation under present circumstances, therefore, seems to be confronted by a threefold dilemma. First. the instruments available for this process are, to a
large extent. unreliable. Second, the use of these instruments is
time-con.'uming. and the utilization of their results in practical
situations is questionable. Third, the image of effecti\'e teaching
is a d~'namic rather than a .'tatic concept that must adapt itself
to a changing society as well as alter itself to conform to the
various changes in contemporary educational thought.
Traditionally, the evaluation of teachers has been done by
some person or person representing the school administration.
Perhaps this as much as any other factor has contributed to the
ineffectiveness of the process. Teachers can be told how to
teach; they can even be told to teach from a particular outline
using a particular book with particular teaching methods, but
if any improvement on the status quo is to be made, it must he
self-motivated. 'With this in mind, the central thesis of thi.'
chapter ad\'ocates a systematic 8df-n'aluatiol/ by the individual
teacher.
Because the teacher may be prone to o\'erestimate or underestimate his abilities, it is further recommended that he be
assisted by a ;/Ot!I('1' }JCI'SUI/. It should be remembered, however,
that the position of this second person is that of a guide or
sounding board and not of an evaluator. Perhaps the ideal situation for this would be a program that encompasse.' team teach-
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ing, where two teachers who work closely together may constnlcthely criticize each other.
The need for a second per:on for thi' type of enlluation
becomes increasingly clear with the realization that the teaching
process happens /cith somebody and not to somebody. Interaction of some sort must preclude all other phases of teaching,
for without it the learning process cannot even begin.
l\Ian.'" facets inherent in a systematic self-e\'aluation should
be considered by the teacher before he can begin to a.'se:s his
effectiveness. FiJ'st he must define the concept of effectivenes-;
to his satisfaction. He mu...;t decide whether this concept is defined: by the attributes of a teacher, by an obsenation of a
teacher in a given situation, b.'" an assessment of the outcomes
resulting from instruction, or by all three. Having reached a
conclu-;ion on thi· point, he must then determine the criteria
he will use in the evaluation,
Personal·Social Characteristics
All teachers. in nlrying degrees, have skills in semantics,
declucth'e and inducth e reasoning, scientific method, and other
abilities necessary for the logical solutions to intellectual problems. These must be applied to the social interaction of the
classroom before the teacher can consider him:elf effective.
Some of the social ~kill~ that seelll essential to teaching are: (a) the
ability to accept, clarify. and make cons l'uetive use of ideas ancl fl'eling~
exp !'C'!\scd hy pupils; I b) the ahili ty to summarize in a dhcussion as a
method of guiding in'lu i ry; Ie) thl' ahility to predict or at least speculate
about both the emotional as well a~ the intellectual consequences of \'arious
altemative~ when a decision is necessary: (tI) the ability to ask questions
alJOut feelings ancl attitucles in such a way that pUI'ely defensive responses
are avoided; (e) the ahili y to relate feplings and attitudes to intellel'lual
tasks so that mOl"(' realistic forces of motivatioll are (Tpated: (f) the abilit~,
tn de\'elop a ~l·r). I' of tillling- that is involved in knowing 11'/1< /I to digress
from the intellectual a'J!l'C ~ of a task in order to face negative feelings
rpalistically or make fuller use of positive feelings; (g) thl' ability to ask
hr"ad nr na rrow questiolls and the insight to predict the l'onspquences of
using either; and similar patterns of teacher behavior which are rarely
taught in teacher preparation or in-oervin' training courses. (6, p, 27).

As part of a :t udv made IJ~' Jensen, a series of social attl'i
buIes deemed necessary to teacher effectiveness were identified,
The,;e a ttrilmtes were:
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1. Shows understanding and sympathy in working with pupils.
2. Is friendly, democratic, and courteous in relationships with pupils.
;~. Helps individuals with personal as well as educational prohlems.
.t. Commends effort and gives g"enerous praise for work well done.
5. Is able to anticipate reactions of others in social situations.
6. Encourages others to do their best. (7, p. 80).

In research done by Ryan~, it was established that successful teachers were warm, understanding, and friendly. (10, p.
506). It also was established that teachers with fmorable opinions of democratic classroom procedures were more effective
than those with unfavorable opinions. Ryans aJ:,;o reports that
the kinds of teacher behavior most often remembered by people
deal \vith social or personal behavior rather than subject-matter
or strictly intellectual traits.
It would seem, therefore, that in any introspective t~'pe of
evaluation, the teacher must make some assessment of his social
and personal behavior. Caution must be used, however, in asses 'ing the.'e characteristics becau:e they are not scaler qualities
and, consequently, are not additive. Inadequacie. in one behavior
cannot be off:et by an abundance of another unrelated ability.
It seem~ reasonable to assume that teacher effectiveness is
a compo:ite of several uncorrelated characteristic:, each wit h
a minimum cut-off point below which no teacher can be effective. As an example, neg-ath'ism and I"\uspicion have been found
to be minimal in teachers who are outstanding. (2, p. 83). It is
plausible then that a teacher who is out~tanding in all other
respects could be ineffecti\'e if he were neg-ative or suspiciou...;
iJeyond a given threshold.
Another aspect of self-evaluation on the part of a teacher
might well include his abilit.\· to assess the amount of direction
or structure a g-i\'en class will require. I\Iany contemporan' educators advocate the unstructured, self-directed t~'pe of cla...;sroom
atmosphere in all sit ua tions. Research has shown, however, that
by blindly following this philo"oph~', a teacher could impede his
effecti \'f'lIess. The extent 0 f st ruct lire ina classroom seems to
have a clo.~e relationship \\"ith clarity and acceptance of g-oal,;.
Flander:-. a~serts that whf'1l goab (lI'e not clear, a greatel' amount
of ~tl'lletlll'P and g-liidance i,; l1ece,;~ary. (1, pp. -15-;'1). It ha~
also lJeen ..;hown b~' ('ah-in. Hoffmann, and Harden that the degree of ,;trLlctllre in an,\' g-h'en situation i~ influenced by the
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intellectual ability of the st udents. L'nder the conditions present
in an unstructured atmosphere, average students were han clicapped to some degree while bright students were found to
perform best in this :ituation. (3, p. 66). Clearly, an effective
teacher must be one who can judge a given. ituation and adjust
his approach and procedures to gain maximum learning conditions,
Communicative Abilities

Teaching is ba. ically verbal behavior. It is spoken discour;'e
ancl symbolic expression used in the act of communication of
faet~, idea~, opinions, and attitudes between the teacher and
student. The focus of any communicative act, however, must be
on the l'egponse. Stevens defineg communications "as the discriminatory response of an organism to a stimulus." (12, p, 689),
The organism mu. t percei,'e the-timulus as having meaning to
him and, consequently, mll:t do something about it. If the receiver does not perceh'e the ;,timulus as having meaning to him,
communication does not take place, When there i' no response
to the message, there has been no communication.
In order for a teacher to determine his effecth'eness in
communicative skill, he first must understand the seven basic
steps or the model in the process of human communications.
The.e basic steps are outlined by Johnson a: follows:
A. Organization
1. Message as conceived-The initiator apprehends, becomes aware
of, or conceives the re~ult of his perceptions throug-h his senSOl'Y
apparatus a,; filteren thl'oug-h his previous cognitive structure
(value~, experience, predL~positions, etc.).
~, ::'lessage as encoded-The lI\e~sages previou~ly perceived in the
cortex are interpreted and put into symbolic meaning as a code.
3. l\les~age as translllitted- Physical ~timuli sent to the receiver,
B. III edia
:l\1edia 01' earrier thruugh which the receiver can detect the directed
stimuli (hearing, seeing, visual. etc.).
C. Receiving
1. Message as received, Illuch as step one above.
2. Me,;sage a,; decoded Receiver translates, interprets stimuli into
something meaningful to him. Revet'se of two above.
:1. Message as a,;similatc'd-l\lessage is incorporated into the conseiousness of the receiver. (X, pp. -171-'\76).

As a c\iagl'am, the:e seven basic :teps would appear as shown
in Fig. 4.
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Fig"..\. Seven Basic Stl'P' in Human Communication

This, of cour>;e, is only a single communicative act, and it
should be noted that the receiver must make some respon:'e before it b complete.
While the verbal behavior of a teacher is vitally important
to his effectiveness, it al.'o mu:t be remembered that individuals
communicate by their physical behavior as well. The overt actions of a teacher can add to or detract from hi:, effectiveness
.i ust as easil.v as his verbal discout'. e. Facial and bodily expressions often are the deciding factor in accentuating a certain
concept to a level where it will be retained by the student.
Similarly, actions can be used to show how something is done,
as is the ca.se when a coach :hows the proper way to hold a golf
club. In evaluating this aspect of teaching, the presence of a
second person is indispensable.
There are several ways that a disce1'l1ing teacher can determine the effectiveness of his communicative ability. Student,
parental or administrath'e feedback, the ability of students to
follow directions, or behavioral changes on the part of students
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which reflect the teacher'~ philo~oph~"-all gi\'e the teacher
some mea~ure of how well he is communicating.
Perhap~ the ea~iest, quicke~t, most direct, and most objeeti\'e
technique, howe\'er, ma~' be found in the technique of que.'tio!1ing. Traditionally, the questioning technique ha.' been used in
both \'erbal and written form,;. Yerbal que~tion~ can be used
during a presentation of new material or a: a form of summation. Both offer the teacher an almost immediate ~ource of
apprai,;al for his communicHtiYe skills. Written questions usually
take the form of a test Or a reyiew. An item analysi~ showing
the difficulty and discriminating le"eIs of each (llle~tion afford~
.'tatistical proof of the teacher'~ ability to communicate in writing. In 1)Oth forms of questioning-oral and written-the extent
of the students' accuracy in ans\\'ering should pro\'ide the teacher with a mea~llre of hi.' effectiyenesb in communication.
Psychological Aspects of Teacher Evaluation

:\0 one should question the proposition that learning theory
is basic to the cau"e of education. Yet studies indicate that many
teachers still equate learning with memorization, hard work,
habit formation, conditioning, and so forth. In a recent ~urye~
of more than one hundred and fifty teachers, Weber asked,
"What is ~'our under:;tanding of the nature of the learning process: how, in your opinion, do children learn'?" The replies were
li"ted in eight categ-ories sho\\ n in the table uelaw. (1;3, pp. -J;);\-J;~5)
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\Vhile it is undeniable that people may learn by each of the
here, it seems that the effectivenes8 of a teacher
would be greatly reduced if he were to con8ider any of these as
principal method,:; in the learning process.
A di~cussion of various theories of learning is beyond the
scope of this chapter. Furthermore, no single theory can suppl~'
a definiti\'e explanation of how humans learn. However, there
are several points on which most educational psychologist,
agree, and these are the points that a teacher should use in
asse" sing his effecti\'eness, The"'e points are:
method~ li~ted

1. That motivation is essential; that learners should desire to learn or
learning is not likely to occur,
2. That transfer of training- is not likely to happcn automatically; transfer of training is more likely to occur if experiences are meaningful in
terms of goals of the lea rncrs.
3. That mere repetition, or exe1·ci~e. or drill is not necessarily conducive
to leal'J1ing; but they are likely to he when repetition or drill is experi,
enced because learners sec that these activities are related to their goals.
4. That learning is not merely a mattel' of chance; while learning might
be variable, it is usuall~' related to goals or purposes of learners rather
than to purpose~ of teachers.
5. That responses are modified by their consequences; plans of action
which seem to propel learnl'rs toward their g-oals at'e more likely to be
learned; these which seem to divert learners hom their goals are less
likely to be leal'l1ed.
6. That learning is in part a process of dbcriminating one situation 01'
plan of action from another in meaningful patterns which are related
to thp learners' goals. (13. p. 433).

Thi.' chapter should not be construed as advocating that
teacher:' all become experts in learning theory. However, it
seems likel~' that an effective teacher is one who believes learning to be something other than the stimulus and response of
Pa\'lov's :alivating dogs.
Teacher Evaluation in Industrial Education

A new focu,; in indu...;trial education \\'hich directs the level
of instruction at conceptual as well as practical planes seems to
be gaining wide acceptance b~' many out~tanding teachers in the
field. The time \\ hen the cffecti\'eness of a shop teacher could
be evaluated by the ,:;kill and preci".;ion with which his students
completed a gh en project is past. Actually, the concept of project making as a means of achieving the objectives of indu.'trial
education is being- questioned by man~' people in positions of
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leadership. :\lore attention is being given to the skills deemed
necessary for effective classroom presentations rather than the
skills needed for the manipulative processes of laboratory \-vork.
One may ask, therefore, which criteria, other than those mentioned previolJ:'1y, should an industrial educator consider when
evaluating his effectiveness '!
"alid criteria that lend themselves to teacher evaluation in
a specific teaching area, in most cases, will be found in the content, methodology, techniques, innovation.', and practices that
are peculiar to that area. In the area of industrial education,
therefore, criteria useful in teacher evaluation must in some
way be characteristic of the various phases of modern industry.
In turning to this part of society to determine \vhich aspects of
industry lend themselws to criteria suitable for a self-evaluation
of his teaching effectivene.'s, the industrial educator must eliminate the specifics in favor of elements that are common to all
industry. While it is not the purpose of this chapter to compile
an exhaustive Ii,t of these elements, a few will be noted, and
their relevance a. possible criteria will be discussed,
One aspect of our modern industrial complex that seems to
lend itself a' a criterion for teacher evaluation is the ability of
industry to adapt quickly to changing conditions. Similarly, the
industrial educator, if he is to be effective, must be an openminded individual capable of examining the ideas of others,
experimenting with these ideas in hb classes, and then altering
his teaching to incorporate that which he feels will lead to better under:tanding on the part of his students. Those who have
not made significant changes in teaching methodology in the
past five years need to examine themseh'es in light of this criterion. Industrial arts teachers finally ha\'e reached a point
where they consider the. qua ring of a block or the recognition
of ob.olete tools absurd.
A second aspect of modern industn: that could .'e1'\'e as a
criterion for a. se. sing the effectiveness of an industrial educator i' its ()1'(jal1i;;atiollal Cfll/I pct( ilL'!!. "'hile this criterion could
be utilized in e\'aluating all school personnel, the equipment and
supplies nece. sary for adequate industrial education programs
make organizational ability especially relevant for assessing
teacher effectivenes. in this area. Furthermore, the nature of
instruction in industrial education, where transitions mllst be
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made from practical to conceptual plane~, demands a higher
level of organizational skill than in most of the other teaching
di:sciplines. This i:s especially true if unit:; in mass production
are incorporated in the teacher': plan of instruction.
A third aspect of toda~"s industry that might be used as a
criterion b~' industrial educators who are interested in determining their effeeth'eness a~ teachers is the cnatit'e thought with
\vhich indu:stry approaches nlrioll~ prolJlem~. As was the case
in organizational ability, creativeness, as a criterion for ascertaining teaching effectiveness, could be used by all teachers. It
is especially apropo: of the area of industrial education where
thought is expressed in the planning. execution, and evaluation
of some tangilJle olJject.
There are other aspects of modern industry that could :serve
equally well as criteria for evaluating teacher effeeth'eness in
industrial education, K l/(i1dcd{]( a lid /It ilizatioll of II£' U' ilia tt ritlls.
alnU'ell!'SS oi 111'1(' tnnds in design. and ('()/Is('iollsnpss of 0("('1/}lat iOlla! t I'( lids are some of these. The point to be made is that
criteria for evaluation are availalJle-but only to those teachers
who are honestly interested in some sort of program of selfimprovement.
In summary, it should be noted again that the effectiveness
of classroom teaching is a measurable varialJle, but that the instruments used to measure it leave much to be desired. Furthermore, measurement of this nlrialJle is meaningless unles: it is
accompanied by some attempt toward improvement, This, in
turn, mu:st lJe self-motivated. It seems logical to assume, therefore, that the only type of effective teacher evaluation must he
introspecth'e and continuous in nature. The teacher must select
his own criteria, develop his own scales for measurement, as:-;ess
honestly the variables under consideration, and try not to rationalize the results.
Questions for Evaluation

1. What characteristics of an effective teacher do you consider important?
2. Which of the above characteristic' cIo you have? Are
there any that you think you lack?
3. 'What changes have you made in your methods of teaching during the past five years? "\Vhat sense of achieve-
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ment did ~'()u gain throug-h these changes'? Were some
of these changes unproductive? Wh~' '!
4. 1,,"hat change~ do ~ou now contemplate making in your
methodolog~' in order to improve the "climate for learning" in your cla:sroom?
5. Identify your professional contributions to industrial
education in the past year.
6. How do your profe.'\sional contributions compare with
those of ~'0L1l' fellow teachers?
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CHAPTER SIX

Implications for Student Growth

The foregoing chapters in this ~'earbook have described
\'(hat may be considered a contemporary look in the indu::>lrial
arts program with special attention to approaches, activities,
resources, facilitie::> and teacher effectiveness. There are man:v
advantages to this kind of contemporary program, designed to
fo:'\ter student growth. A modern industrial arts program :,;houle!
help the student acquire special E'kills and attitudes that are
es::>ential in contemporary American industry with its multiplicity of materials and processes. A modern program should
engender attitude::> of empathy toward fellow workers. A good
program should encourage a willingness to accept the many
inevitable changes in the world of work-change:,; in vocations,
in location, in application of time, and even in the social order in
which one lives. This chapter empha::>izes those phases of the
modern program that foster in students many unique skills and
special altitude::; needed in contemporary industry and society.
Accuracy and Speed in Skill

One of the most controverted objectives of industrial arts
throughout the relatively short history of the field has been
skill development. Primarily, the controversy has centered on the
extent of manual expertness with which a student is able to
demonstrate the performance of a technical task. With regard
to this objective, differences of opinion have increased in proportion to the increase in the use of new materials and in the use
of improved processes for shaping them.
!12
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Obviou~ly. a mathematics teacher might be rated ineffecth'e
if his students, upon completion of his course, could not apply
numerical symbols to common problems of life. Equally, an industrial arts teacher might be considered ineffective if his students could not relate equipment usage to tangible problem~ in
the home and elsewhere. The degree of competence is a question
that persistently haunts the industrial arts teacher. To what
extent should students be able to use tools and instruments after
completing a given level of instruction'! How much knowledge
should students have a bout technical materials and products
and processes needed daily'!
There was a time when industrial arts educators felt that
the student was proficient if he could perform a series of operations common to any given trade. Repetition of the operation
became the method of developing competency and reinforcing
mastery. As a result, in:truction in industrial arts \vas fragmented through an overemphasis upon speci fic operations.
:;-.row, there seems to be considerable evidence that repetition
is not effective. One of the more recent presentations challenging the value of repetition is a report by Harold Steven~on at
the vVorking Conference on Research on Children's Learning,
Harvard Cniversity, 1963. (19, p. 24). In this report, Stevenson
points out that "the readiness to repeat a response appears to
vary negatively \vith the amount of effort or time required ...."
He adds that an excessive amount of time spent on this fragmentary approach actually impedes the development of creativity
in the innately curious students.
Skills involve two essential elements: e.raciness and .~}Jccd.
It is important to remember that these h\lo elements should be
balanced appropriatel.\' in any situation. This balance is a value
judgement dependent upon the nature of the task. Consider,
for example, the person who in aspiring for exactness ~pent
several hours daily for a year overhauling a one-cylinder gasoline engine. When the overhaul wa:,; completed, the engine was
in perfect condition. Yet, one could not call this person a skilled
mechanic. His accuracy and exactness were praiseworth~', for
these are traits which have high priority in this country's
technological society. However, in this particular task, the
amount of time he spent in the accomplishment of exactne~s was
unreasonable.
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Likewise, a magnetic inspection of highly stressed parts of
a one-cylinder gasoline engine in an effort to locate possible
(but impl'obable) internal cracks would not be justified for lawn
mowers undergoing repair. On the other hand, such an inspection "'ould be al.>solutely es. ential for an engine on a light airera ft. Not only is such an inspection required by the Federal
A,'iation Agency, but it also is really a moral responsibility.
People in a careles,,]y maintained aircraft might lose their lives
if the engine should fail because of an internal crack in a crucial
part. The aerospace industr.\' emphasizes that "accuracy is everythin.!!." In fact, aerospace companies maintain mea. urement
standards lal.>oratories which are patterned after those maintained b~' the Xational Bureau of Standards, because accuratel~'
calibrated tools are essential in making and assembling the hard,\'are fol' aircraft, Calibrated test equipment is llsed to determine \\'hether the manufactured hardware meets quality and
reliability specifications. (1, p. 13).
The second aspect of skill is speed in performing the technical proce"ses. If sen'ice personnel, re 'ponsible for repairing industrial products, were to !Je indiscreet in the thoroughne.'s required, the co.st of repair would be prohibitive. The willingness
to make ndue judgements in regard to the relationship of speed
and thoroughness represents an attitude which contemporary
inclu"trial arts teachers should encourage among students.
Speed is further affected b~' competency to perform a task
in an orderly manner. This involves seeing the task in its totality
and determining the most effective procedure in performing it.
In the past, industrial arts teachers emphasized a prescribed
li"t of tool and machine operations and insi.,ted on accuracy in
the performance of these operations. They were willing to o\'erlook the time element im'ol\'ed, As a result. the students, stultified in their re.sourcefulness by prescribed requirements, lost
sight of the totalit~, of the task. placed undue value on a multitude of operations, and ignored the resulting imbalance of accuracy and speed. ~o\\, howcvcr, in toda~":-i high-powered technological societ~'. a program that produces thi:; imbalance of accuracy
and speed i" obsolete.
The New Skills

There i" t(Jda~' a new "kill that allows a student to move
and accuratel,\" (and almost habitually) through a mech-
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anical process but requires the student to face new problems.
Thi.' new skill is the skill ut" J'(,·WIII'NfullltJSS. Resourcefulne:'s
implies the ability to deal competentl,\' and confidently with new
problem:', resol\'ing them in the mo:t effecti"e manner, From
the teacher's standpoint. this skill is de\'eloped through a proce:s
I/ot of }ill {/('hi,lfJ lJ11t lit' }it'lldi(·(. It is as much an attitude as it
j.' an ahility. Thi:' new skill demand: conceptualizing rather than
a simple accumulating of fact;;, This skill. acquired in a special
"climate of inquiry," must be created by the industrial arts
teachel'-not mechanistically, hut naturally. The ((al'!l( I hilll.·( lr
should possess this skill.
An indidclual's resourcefulness is an attribute that defies
obsolescence. E\'en though the technological operations of industl·,\, ma." change at an accelerated pace, this quality of resourcefulness il' a constant, enabling an indiddual to l1wke adequate adjustments and prodde ,stable leadership in !lringing
about change.
Characteristic of the student who possesses thl' skill of
rel'ourcefulnes' is his willingnes.' to accept ne\\ ideas. He not
only welcomes new ideas, but he also contributes them in a total
c1as: activity. It i.. important for the leacher to "rememlJPr that
an idea may be original for a student even if it is not trul,\'
original in the sense that nobod,\ had it before." «, p. :)),
Hilgard illu:trates this point by sa.' ing, "I ha\ e known professors so eager to impre:s student' \\'ith their kno\\ ledge of the
history of the subject that as :oon a" a student .a,\': something
original. they top it hy saying, 'You can find the :ame thing in
William James.' This may 1)(' said in such a way as to )lut the
:-;ludent in the company of a great mind or :-;Iap him down as
an ignoramus, How much hetter to say, '\Yhat a good ideawhy don't you see if you can de\'elop it a little further'!'" (8, p.
6). In the industrial arts lalJoratory, these new ideas \\'ould lie for
the most part technical in natUl·p. Thi: skill exprcsse:-; itself in
im'enti\'eness. 'Where possible, the alert teacher will encourage
acti\'ities which "become the nucleus of a program to train stlldent:-> to think. ohserve, and de\'elop the ability to coordinate
their thoughts with facts in the production of ideas." (9, p. 21).
Another important procedural :-;kill closely akin to )'{'sOlll'Cl'fnlne:s i: the skill/i[ attad:il/!! (/lid .·/i/t'il/fJ )/('/1' })I'III/11I//.·, The:-:e
prolllem-sol\'ing skills are inclispemmble in this contemporal',\'
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technolog-ical \Yorld. Yet. a::; recentl~' a" today. "ome industrial
art" teachers ha\'e continued to encourage only pre"cribed procedural "kill" such as the orderly ,'ix-point procedure of ",'urface.
edge. end. end. edg-e. :urface" in squaring a board. (5, pp. 12012:1). Fortunatel~', many of today':> trul~' progressive teachers
go beyond such simple procedures and focus on skills in soh·ing
new technical problems. These teachers provide an instructional
atmosphere \vhich tests prolJlem-soh'ing "kills. During a unit,
the"e teacher" in okening and e\'aluating students ask:
1. Can the student identif~' or articulate an individual or
group problem '!
:2. To \vhat extent i.. the student able to analyze the problem in terms of imlividual elements which have to be
eliminated one at a ime'!
3, Is the student able to hypothe,.;ize tentati\'e solutions and
eliminate irrelevant facts '!
4. Can the :·tudent be decisi\'e in identifying or selecting
what appeal': to be the best solution '!
'J. Can the student do the neces:-\alT construction 01' make
nece" 'ary repairs in solving the problem?
6, Can the student hahituall: evaluate the solution in order
to determine if thi" \va.- the I)e.:t :-\olution?
Here is how one resourceful indu"tl'ial arts teacher created
in hi" junior high "chool clas" an in,.:tructional atmo,;phere that
pro\'ided experiences in prol)lem ,;oh'ing. On this particular occa:ion, hi: clas", having been grouped into competiti\-e teams
of three "tuclenb each, decided on a common problem of spanning a given "pace with a "truclure having the highe"t possible
strength-per-weight ratio.
Each of the"e teams had to expre",; the problem clearl~' and
distinctl~' in order to proceed with the ,;olution. Second. in the
anal~ si: of the problem. ('ach team con"idered va:t number:, of
materia\,; which were available fnr u"e. methods of geometricall~'
arranging these material" to increase strength. and method: of
joining- the materia\,;. Third, each team identified, examined
and finally rejected ,;ome of the material: and methods of joining. In some instances, the~' made crude models to a"sist themselves in this elimination process. ::\1oreo\'er, considerable research took place during this third step. Fourth. in the intere"t
of time. they exerci:ed the be,;t judg-ement possible in identifying
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a planned final ~olution. Fifth. as quickly and as accurately as
possible. they constructed a bridge to span the simulated chasm.
Sixth, and finall~', the teams, testing the models for the winning
bridge, weighed their own models and tested them for strength
while the competing teams looked on enthusiasticall~'. E\'aluation was made with .,tuclent-improyised testing equipment-a
bathroom scale and a drill press. Obyiously, this kind of problem-solving project could proyoke the epitome of student and
teacher resourcefulness.
Attitudes of Cooperation, Tolerance, and Self· Respect
The informality of the indu,.;trial art,.; laboratory allows for
experiences that produce attitudes of cooperation and respect.
Contemporary approaches in industrial arts gh'e students many
opportunitie~ to work together, to share ideas, to resol\'e conflicts oyer ideas, to compromi."'e, to arri\'e at a concensus, and
to practice tolerance.
l\[oreo\'er. these contemporary approachei' encourage repeated evaluation. E\'aluatioll, in turn. requires some degree of
self-allal~'sis and self-criticism, Whene\'er a student dii'co\'ers
something praiseworthy in his o\\n contributions to the group
effort, he learns to respect himsel r. Contemporary approaches
skillfull~' make this self-disco\'en' possible and enable a student
to construct for him,"'elf all acceptable self-image.
The teacher in this process must make one sacrifice. In an
instructional setting \\'here time is needed to resolw conflitts in
ideas. there is less time for construction. maintenance. or experimental acti\'ities. "For one thing, problem solutiol1~ cannot
be hurried. Ideas can be encouraged and \velcomed and t}wy will
come in their o\\"n time. Thus. time for reflection is essential.
and emphasi..., 011 speed of re,.;ponse can hardly he rf'garded as
, .. good." (7, p. 61). The teacher who is not accustomed to employing contemporary approaches in hi:; teaching of industrial
arts might hesitate to ":,acrifice" construction time. He might
find it neces,.;ary to make thi.'" import.ant adju...,tment in hi,..
own thinking before hC' i,.; \\"illing to allow plent~' of time for
problem-so!\'ing experiences.
It is also difficult to C\alllatf' the llrogrc"'s of attitudinal
changes in regard to cooperation, respect. self-reliance. and initiative. Fuzak (1) and :chemick (7) have dc\'e1oped tech-
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nique~ for meaSll ri ng such a it itudinal progress. but thei l' evaluation methods (although reliable) are difficult to use in a classroom situation. Therefore. it i~ wry important that a teacher
intuitively evaluate the progress in attitudinal change not so
much with instruments as subjectivel.'; on a continuous ba~is.

Materials, Processes, and Principles

"Vhat can ue expected of industrial arts student~ in regard
to a knowledge of and the ability to use industrial materiaL--.
processes, and principles'! The students toda~' ha\'e to know
more about these matters than did theil' counterparts even a
decade ago. These materials, proce~ses, and principles are increasing at an accelerated rate. and it is logical that the students
need to learn about the de\'elopments in a relativel~' short time.
Yet many city- or . tate-aPlwO\'ed courses and outlines engender
a specificity of knowledge and a curricular confinement, antithetical to the demands of this expanded learning. These cour~es
of study are prepared by earnest and ~incere industrial arts
educator:'> who predetermine what the student "ought to know"
and "be able to do" on the uasis of their own past experiences
in teaching in the indu.'trial arts shops. rather than on the basis
of their intimate knowledge of industrial practices.
Unfortunately, these courses of study tend to presene the
status quo, Even beginning teachers tend to depend on the~e
prescriptive outline' because they regard such courses of stud.\'
as authoritath'e and wL'h to conform to what seems to ue expected of them.
The progre"sive industrial art" teacher would Ilot clamp
this kind of prescripti\'e balTier over the knowledge his students
may acquire. If he expect,-- to stimulate his students toward
creath'e and productive thinking and independent action in re'
ganl to technical problems. the teacher must J.H'o\"ide way~ of
liberating thought and action and allow ~tudents to learn "on
their own." Calvin 'V. Taylor. a renowned psychologist who has
done considerable scientific research for ~ ASA, adds credence
to the independent-learning point of vie\\" b~' the following ouservat ion in a recent report:
One of our strongest 'ugge~tions to pdu('ation is not to prescribe for
stud('nts just more of the same. :'[01'<: of the same sa~';; we should lengthen
the school week. add more weeks to the school year, and so on. hut still
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k",,,,p doing the same things. L",t Ill\' givc ~'ou one item from our biographieal
inv",ntol'y med on Space Agency scientists that hints at what underlies
this sugg",stion of ours. Wh",n thp maturc sci",ntists ",,,, ..e asked to reflect
bal'!< on what happened when they were in school. the morc creative ones
said they It'arn,,,d mol',' \\ hen th",y karneo son1f'thing on their own, something they w",re intcrested in, rath",r than when they learn",d either something presented in the classroom as part of the regulal' euniculum ')\' something the teacher had assignpd. OU]' thoughts are that there are additional
kinds of learning and a wider variety of thinking that students shoulo
cxperienee in education. ('crtainly we should not swamp the students' time
to the extent that thpy cannot go out and do some of this other important
learning 011 their own. (21, p. 250),

In this contemporary period can the industrial arts teacher
play the role of Solomon'? Can he ]Jrofe~s wisdom to such an
extent that he knows beforehand \vhat the student should know
and be able to do during" a g"iven period of time in an industrial
arts course'? ;.J'o ~ It is doubtful that the most 11l'oficient industrial arts teacher in this decade ha~ enough insight into the
near-future requirements of hi~ students to be so presumptuous.
Such presumption would stifle both creativity and learning.
Ta~'lor emphasizes this point further:
On the challenging topic of the relation betwe",n knowledgc ano creativity, I obtained the following ioca from onc of my studenls, and I have
merely been capable of making minO!' elahorations of it. He orew two
eoncentric cil'eles, sketching the outer circle with clotted lines, and said,
"Let this outer eircle repre,;ent all thal man knows collectively, And let
the smaller inncr circle hc onc person's particular body of knowledge." For
the moment, let us ,;ay that the smallel' eil'cle is a particular teacher's
knowlcdge. For this tcaeher the smaller circle has been drawn right in the
middle of the total body of knowlpoge; it repr('sents the most firmly establishf'd booy of knowledge-the safest body of knowledge. This teacher has
nol be",n invoi \'ed in working with or accumulating an~' knowledge out in
the fringp area.
One of the charal't('l'isties of the crcatives is that they are striving for
better and more compr",hensive answers, If one of the students in this
teacher's class, while growing in knowledge, starts to grow outside the
teacher's circle but still in thp same field of knowledge, what then '? Let's
not <i",ny it, this I'('ally can happcn whene\'C!' students are striving in a
climate favorable to creativity.
Anoth('r intercsting question is, how do",s one us", this existing knowI",dge to be creative'! One possibility is that we havc to movc somehow out
to thc fringe of knowlf'dge, To what degr('(' are wc deliherately leading
our students out to th", fringe so they wiil have experience with the "I('aoing edg"," of knowledgc and with knowledge at the different stages of
oeveloplllent~ To what <legre'l! are our ,;tudents getting out to the fringe
anti havinj!; the experience of working out at this v",ry fuzzy edge and
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learning what it's like out then'" Stated in a very abstract way, what I
would think is the relation bet""een knowledge and creativity is this; To
he creative in a field, one needs to he ahle to get out to the edge of knowledge. to know where he is, and to function suc('l'ssfully there to move forward the frontiers of knowledge. (~I, pp. 25G-257),

The student who is the "product" of contemporary industrial al't:-> experiences centering around problems may have a
greater knowledge of a lJl'oader range of materials and technical
principles, He may be more discerning in regard to technical
processes which are appropriate for a gi\'en occasion. Contrast
the student who is giyen a blueprint for making a hammer with
one who is given the problem of making a hammer. The first
student is told the exact dimensions and the type of metal. Frequentl~' he i:-> given even the procedure for producing this hammer. The second. tudent is expected to explore a broad range
of material:-> from which he choo:->es one 01' more, In this selection process, he learns incidentally the characteristics of several
metals and discoyers that metals are described in terms of
. elected properties. He disco\'ers in choosing a metal for the
hammer head that he has to eq.tluate the material in terms of
machinability, hardness. den:->it~,. toughness, and similar properties. He thinks of these properties in terms of the intended
use of the hammer. If the hammer must withstand great impact,
he needs to investigate carbon and alloy steels which may be
hardened to a great extent and yet po 'se 'S a high degree of
toughness as an assurance against shattering. If the hammer
is designed to strike objects which should not be marred, he
needs to inyestigate a group of nonferrous metals and alloys as
v,;ell as synthetic materials and leather.
To learn about le\'erage and gripping effectiveness, the student uses the same im'estigative procedures he used in determining the material. :'Ioreo\'er, he has to eyaluate methods of
assembling the handle and head.
The fir:,t student might study a single, assigned les'on describing the characteristics of metals. In comparison, the second
student, who must inye,::tigate many characteri::;tic;.; of metals
and other materials on hi' own. obdously will learn more than
the fir .. t student about materials and processes.
Another example can be cited in reference to the learning
of principles. Student' faced with the problem of repairing the
outboard power plant for a ,'mall boat may follow the manu-
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facture!"s manuals in the disassembly, replacement of part"
and reassembb'. However, to undel'stand the problem, it is
essential for them to know the principles of power development
and transmission. These principles may be taught in an isolated
lesson or two without an outboard engine in sight. But the students who must explore the principles related to the problem
will learn more extensively and more effectively. Xot only will
they unde)'stand !lOll) the distributor and carburetor are adjusted, but they will know why these adjustments are necessary.
These students may even discover ways to improve the design
of such an engine!
Response to Change

Change is inevitable; it is the e 'sence of history. The paradox in this statement is the fact that human nature serms to
resist change because it creates a feeling of insecurity and frustration. It would .. eern thal organized education is mandatrd to
break nown resistance to change. Or to expre"s it differentl~',
students as a result of their experiences in school must develop
an attitune of accepting and coping with change - indeed. providing leadership in bringing it about in an orderly manner.
It should be emphasized that change and progress are not
always synonymous terms. :i\Iany per:-ons wouln agree that the
annual changes by automotive manufacturers do not always
represent progress. Often the changes are in the body form to
improve the appearance, at least in the opinion of some designer.
Such a change does not improve the function of the automobile.
In fact, some of the changes in design have increased the accident rates on the nation's highways. Today a rebelling population is demanding improved safety features along with the new
designs.
The ~ational Commission on Technology, Automation. and
Economic Progress reports that there is much evidence of
change in our industrial society today. In the year 1964, fortyt\VO million people left the labor force permanently or temporarily, v,'hile forty-three million others entered or reentered the
labor force of this countl'~·. Of the total labor force of sevent~·
four million people, eight million or more changed jobs for one
reason or another during the same year. (la, p. 17). These data
do not inclune the more subtle changes in jobs and job content
which are going on continually within companies and industrie..,.
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The Commission goes on to em11hasize the following:
In the coming- "po~t-industrial society," a man may han' to go throu~h
two a'· thre", work eyd",s of l'etraining 01" of new careers hecause ,)f ',he
continuing needs for ne" skids to k",ep abreast of new t"chnologies and
II"'W intellectual techniqlH·S. Education for rhang'c has Lt'come a new wat"hword, almost a new cliche of the timc. (10, p. 90).

In his first step to\Htrd confronting these realities, the
thought I'ul industrial arts teacher must look introspectively at
the approach he is using- in his classes. In the light of this new
watchword. "education for change," the "thing-making" approach falls short in helping .-;tudents de\relop attitudes \\'hich
will enable them to cope with inevitable vocational changes in
the future. The teacher \vho pro\-ides his students with blueprints or drawings out of magazines for projects may create a
comfortable classroom situation for his students and himself by
this orderl~' procedure. This comfortable atmosphere, though.
is contrary to the frustrations that are associated with the \'0cational changes that the students must experience throughout
their lifetime.
The empty-shop concept. described in Chapter Foul' of this
yearlJOok, where student.s would arrange facilities and equipment for most effective production of a commodity of their
choice, is one example of the t.\·pc of approach which more adequately prepares students to re,.;pond to change. Three or four
times during the year as new products are introduced for manufacture. ,.;tudents "'ould experience the discomfort of a shutdown and re-tooling. They would learn the importance of real'l'anging a new line of equipment and feel the force of adjusting to a new assignment in their new firm. In addition to the
mental adh'ity of acquiring fact:'>, this involvement in change
would provide the emotional interaction which is the ,'econd
element of a learning expcl'i nce.
Further data indicate that in 1!)6J, "auout one out of fifteen
IJersons moyed his place of residence" as a result of \'ocational
change:'>. (10, IJ. 17). A.cutely aware of problems inhcrent in
this mobility, the Commi~sion assumed the obligation of recommending to management, labor. and goyernment agencies way,.;
to "facilitate occllpational adjustment and geographic mobility."
(l0. p. :~;-)). These agencies. dil'ectl~' concerned with the present
labor force. must fully accept the fact that "constant displace-
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ment i~ the price of a dynamic economy" and ~hould take enlightened measures to help the labor force accept this fact also.
}Iany of the students enrolled in industrial arts c1a~"es will
choose vocations in industry. It is imperative, therefore, that
the industrial arts teacher prepare his students, the labor force
of tomorrow, for changes in an indu~trial society. Although the
mobility of the labor force cannot be "imulated to a great extent in the clas:room, the students should discuss some of the
problems intrin"ic in yocational change. It ought to be easier to
culti'"ate acceptance of change among students than it has been
to cultivate this attitude among adults, anxious about constant
displacement in their world of work.
The students also should stud~' in industrial art: classes information about many occupations described in the J)ictio!l(II'!!
of O('cupati(J/w/ Titles. They "hould identify, as well. the man~'
opportunities in foreign countries brought about b~' a rapid
expansion of the world market and it" as"'ociated technological
developments.
In addition to the certainty of change in both \'ocation and
location, there is equal certainty of change in the application of
one's time in the years ahead. As automation in the production
of goods increase", the length of the workweek will decrea~e
il1\·ersely. In recent years, automation has led to not only a reduced workweek but also an earlier retirement age. }Ioreover,
the significantly longer life span of workers compounds the
need for the industrial arb teacher to give attention to the
problems involved in leiliure time pursuits. Xews media ami
other channeJ:,; of communication bulge dail~' with evidence that
many people do not know how to use their leisure time constructi,'ely. These people, particularly tho~e in headl,\' industrialized areas where large numbers of the working force have
increased leisure time, need to find outlets in recreational activities developed within the industrial arts program.
The worthiness of any approach used in the teaching of industrial art~ must lJe e\'aluated introspeeti\'ely in term." of how
effectively the approach caused student.s to become resourceful
in dealing with new problems: knowledgeable about materials.
processe~, and principles of technology: respectful of theil' O\\"n
and other',' ideas: and responsi"e to inno\ation with a minimum
of frustration and fumbling,
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The degree to which such student growth could take place
depends primarily on the classl'oom environment developed by
the teacher. Healbtically, the teacher should recognize that the
task of manipulating the learning climate is unending and complex and even frllstrating. Confronting thb monumental task.
the teacher would be wise to follow Dag Hammarskjold's advice:
~evcr nlE'aSUI'e the height of a mountain until you have reached the
lop. Then you will ~ee how low it was. (6, p. 7).

Questions for Evaluation

1. To what extent do you provide students with opportunities to develop resourcefulness in your classes ':
2. To develop an understanding and insight of American
indush'~' is considered to be an objective unique to industrial arts. Identify specific activities of your program
which are directed toward this objective.
:{. Hilgard refers to a classroom atmo:phere where "what
happens b caught rather than taught." \Vhat is the role
of the teacher in such a classroom '!
4. What activities in your industrial arts classes alert
your students to the need to prepare for and accept the
changes which take place regularly in modern industry?
5. \Yhat pro\'isions have you made in your industrial arts
classes for students to "learn something on their own'?"
6. What specific content in your COUl'ses of study do you
believe all industrial arts students should learn '!
7. Li;-;t the criteria you use when selecting industrial arts
content which should be learned by every student.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The Functional Evaluating Team

Gp to this point in the yearbook, the teacher has been identified as the prime evaluator of his industrial arts program. Indeed, the teacher is the person closest to the product of the program, namely the student. At the same time because "no man
is an island unto himself" ,vhen it comes to effective evaluation,
"it is unwise, and not particularly cOllrageou:" to thrust the
whole burden of evaluation upon a harried classroom teacher."
(:~, p. 306). For this reason, other persons related in some way
to the industrial arts program ought to participate in evaluation.
With an appropriate kind of group im'olvement, the measuring
process increases in reliability and scope. The teacher when
evaluating alone may be likened to an hour glass, which measures with a reasonable degree of accuracy one hour of time. Hut
a group of evaluators may ue symbolized as an advanced electronic timer ,vhich adds credence to the hour-glass measurement
and perhaps measures a greater span of time.
Therefore, for a more complete analysis of any industrial
arb program. whether it ue extensive (as in a large school) or
limited, it is suggested that a team be assigned the task of enlluation. This evaluation team should direct its attention to three
distinct categories in the following order: students, curriculum,
and facility. The members of the team should examine these aspects of the program systematically, giving the students their
first and closest consideration. Obviousl~·. without students. there
would be no program. X ext, they should as:-;ess the strengths of
the curriculum and note the kinds of carefully planned learning
experiences that challenge. tudents. the approaches that help
IOi
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student:-; reach their educational potential, and the skills and
attitudes that demon"trate student growth. Finally, these evaluators should determine if the facilities include some contemporary industrial equipment and "upport a dynamic curriculum,
Who Evaluates and How

At least seven e\'aluaton; from within and outside the school
could serve as a functional entluation team. (See Fig. 5.) The
role each of these persons would play would vary. Thus it would
he impossible to place the per.~onnel on the evaluation team in
rank order in regard to their contribution to the total e\'aluative
proce,~s. It would seem logical, howe\'er, to place stuch ilts first
on this list of evaluators in order to reemphasize the concept
that students are the most important part of the program.
Students
Of course, some critics, who find the idea of u -ing -tudents
for evaluation a re\'olutionalY on , may sa~', "How can students
in their immaturity contribute to evaluation ;" Actually, students
are competent in entluating some a"peci:; of their own program.
For one thing, they should conduct individually a periodic selfe\'aluation of their progress in the acquisition and application
of technical skills and knmYledge. Similarly, they should rate
their peers with regard to these ..arne capabilities.
Furthermore, students should be invited to provide ideas
which ,,'ould assist the progressi\'e industrial arts teacher in
enriching his course.";. In regard to laboratory activities, such
as the mass production of "tudent-planned products, all students
.should be in\"oh'ed in the final e\'aluation of such a unit. :.\Ian~'
students through their contact.· outside the .school are well ac'
quainted with industrial equipment and should share this information when it relates to facility evaluation. They should he
allowed to as -ess he facilities, to report the needs for special
equipment, and even to con:-truct some equipment. (See Chapter
Four on student-constructed facilities.)
Teacher
Traditiona]]~',
r/(

the industrial art.· teacher evaluates his stu-

lit.., on the basis of \\Titten teo ts and project construction. The

alert teacher also should u"e performance tests \vhich consist
essentially of problems to be soh'ed in a given period of time.
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l\Ioreover, he should evaluate desired attitudinal change: in his
students intuitively. He should consider oral and written reports
as a significant part of I'>tudent activity in an indu:-ltrial arts
program, and he .'hould examine these reports for additional
clues on the educational progl'cs: of his students,
The industrial arts teacher should evaluate his cllrricula on
a continuing ha:is because he is re"ponsible for originating and
revising the:-;e curricula. The curriculum evaluation should encompass a three-dimensional framework: :;tudent interest and
need. current industrial practice, and modern educational
thought.
As an evaluator of instructional (fluijJlII! lit, the teacher
mu:t .ystematically check equipment for obsolescence and endor:e regular replacement. He :-;hould inspect continuou.·ly new
types of equipment with an e~'e to UI)dating hi.' laboratory and
program. He should assesl'> the extent to which the open-door
policy induces a flexible u.·e of industrial arts equipment and
should take po:ith'e step: to increase thb flexibility. He should
help identify the need for supplementary facilities, and he :hould
. timulate his :-ltudents to design and construct those facilities.
Principal

The administrative dutie.' of the principal should include
his acting in an addsory role in the evaluation of the industrial
arts prog;J'am. From an admini:trator's \-antage point, he might
be able to compare the educational growth of students in indu.·trial arts classe:' with ·tudent gro\dh in other areas of the
total school program. In the role of an evaluator, the principal
"'ould be qualified to measure the extent of integration of curricular areas and to observe the interdepartmental use of equipment by the students. In his administrative function. he \\'ould
be able to support the teacher in effecting a long-range plan for
repair and replacement of instructional equipment.
Other Teachers

When team teaching occurs within the industrial arts department or across departmental lines, other teachers should
evaluate the industrial arts students. These same teachers from
other areas of in..truction likewise must evaluate at least that
part of the industrial arts curricuillm which i: integrated with
theirs. Also. becau:e they will be sharing facilities with the
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indu:,;trial ads teachers, they obviously should evaluate the
equipment used in team teaching.
X ot only :,;hould evaluation of the indu:,;trial arts program
be the responsibility of personnel within a given school, but it
also should be the responsibility of personnel, such as city and
state supervisors of industrial arts and even advisory boards
of laymen.
Supervisors

Area :,;upervisors should assist teachers in securing and
using appropriate techniques for student evaluation. This help
should be extended particularly to beginning teachers who more
than others need assistance in selecting appropriate evaluation
devices. This area supervisor should be concerned with the
quality of the total industrial arts program of the city; at the
same time, he should v,'ant to preserve the uniqueness of each
teacher's effort. Whenever he helps the teacher realize how
uniqueness contributes to the overall curricular image, he is
evaluating the curriculum. Because the :,;upervisor is not teaching five or six classes a day, he has time to talk \vith manufacturers about new developments and to examine many type:,; of
new equipment. l\Iore knowledgeable than the classroom teacher,
the supervisor should advise all teachers about updating their
own facilities.
Although remote in his position in reference to the classroom teacher, the litate IilljJel'riliOI' has an important evaluative
role that does affect the classroom. He should provide the evaluative leadership to councils and committees of professional
industrial arts personnel from different geographic regions and
all grade levels. To accomplish perpetual evaluation ancl improvement in industrial arts programs, he should conduct special
studies on curriculum areas. equipment, and facilities.
Advisory Board

An advisory board of la.\'men could make its greatest contribution in evaluating the physical facilities of industrial arts
instruction. This assumes that the board is composed of people
from those aspects of industry which relate directly to industrial arts education. Some of these people could senre as consultants on building construction; others might advise as spe-
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cialist: on machinery; still olhers could assist as management
experts in the development of systematic depreciation techniques
for instructional equipment. Probably all these persons would
have wider contacts than any school personnel in locating equipment useful in teaching industrial arts. They could be of inestimable help in the e\'aluation process.
Evaluation of all elements of the industrial arts program
should be continuous and should involve students and professional people at various levels. :-r evertheless, the primary responsibilit:\" for this never-ending assessment rests with the
teacher.
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Ern[/Iotio/l

Gllidcli/l('~

for

COllfCIllPOI'(li'!J

IlIdllstl'ia[ Al,ts

seeks to challenge persons concerned with the teaching of industrial arts during these final decades of the twentieth
century. The effectiveness of the challenge can be measured
only by the extent to which teachers accept the challenge and
make a continuous effort to improve their own program.
In the total educational complex. industrial arts makes claim
to being the representative of aspects of industry in a vast
society \vhere all change is transient, meteoric, inevitable, If
this representation is to remain an authentic one, it is imperative that industrial arb programs change through the efforts
of teachers who accept their responsibility to youth.
John Donne. the famous seventeenth century poet and
preacher, focused his analytical eye on his own role in mankind. Between hope and disillusionment, he saw himRelf not
remo\-ed from man but a part of mankind, In one of hi:' Rermons
he wrote:

pI'OYI"U illS

No man is an l1and, intin' of itself; every man is a peece of the
Continent, a part of the maine; if a Clod be \\"ashed away by the Sea,
Europe is the Jesse, as well as if a Promontoric \\,(')'C, as wl'l1 as if a
),[anor of thy friends or of thine o\\"n wvre. Any man's death diminishes
me. because I am irlVolved in Mankind. And ther('for(' n('ver s('nd to know
for whom the bell tolls. It tolls for the".'

The industrial arts teacher also is no island unto himself.
lIe is a piece of the entire profes.'ion. Any failure to keep indus-
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trial arts programs representative of contemporary industrial
society becomes the failure of all and diminishes all of the profession. Therefore, he :-hould "never send to know for whom the
bell tolls." It tolls for man~·. It tolls for students, bu,;y squaring
boards instead of discovering an exciting industrial world: it
tolls for the teacher, lost in the process of emphasizing antiquated skills and obsolete facts; it tolls for the principal with his
myopic concern for cla. s schedules and faculty reports; it tolls
for the :upervisor, foclI:ing on administrative details rather
than on a climate for learning; it tolls for the board member,
allergic to repercussions of increased tax rates; it tolls for the
teacher educator, oblivious to technological developments outside his ivory tower. It tolls for anyone who diminishe,; the
program,
The guidelines described in this yearbook are ideals, and like
all ideals they are difficult to reach. HO\VeVC1', positive direction
\\"ill result through a sincere striving toward these ideal:,
IdealS are like stars; you will not sUt'('eN] in touching them with your
hands. But like the seafaring man on the desert of w"aters, you ehoo~e
them as your guides, and following them you will J'eaeh your destin~·.:":Carl S('hurz. Adilri?~~, Fanellil Hall, Ro:-::ton. ADril lS, IF-59.
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